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cloudiness. High in the 
lower 30s. Winds north 10 to 
IS mph. Wednesday night, 
partly cloudy. Low near 20. 
Thursday, partly sunny. 
High in the mid-30s. 
Inside The News 
WBGU is big-time: 
College radio's impor- 
tance to the music industry 
is ever-increasing. 
□ Page four. 
Outside campus 
Kohl to run: 
John Kohl, 48, of Perrys- 
burg, announced his candi- 













rysburg Township Police 
Department. 
Kohl was appointed to the 
Wood County Sheriffs De- 
partment as a deputy in 
March of 1970 by Sheriff 
Earl Rife. 
Kohl is a Perrysburg High 
School graduate and started 
his law enforcement career 
as a sergeant with the 716th 
Military Police Battalion 
during the 1968 Tet 
Offensive in Saigon, where 
he earned several awards. 
Trevino selected: 
HURON - Jose Trevino has 
joined the staff of Firelands 
College as the director of 
admissions and marketing. 
He has a master's degree 
in college student personnel 
from the University. 
Prior to accepting this po- 
sition, he served as an assis- 
tant director of admissions 
at the University. He has 
also been an academic ad- 
viser in the University's Of- 
fice of Multicultural Af- 
fairs. 
"Atlantis" found: 
LOS ANGELES  The lost 
city of Ubar, called "the At- 
lantis of the Sands" by 
Lawrence of Arabia, has 
been found in remote south- 
ern Oman using pictures 
taken from space shuttle 
Challenger, explorers said 
Tuesday. 
Expedition leaders Nicho- 
las Clapp and George R. 
Hedges speculated the city 
may have been the earliest 
known shipping center for 
frankincense  a fragrant 
gum resin harvested farther 
south  and possibly was the 
source of frankincense of- 
fered to Jesus by one of the 
wise men. 
Lottery 
Pick 3 Number* 
1-5-3 
Pick 4 Numbers 
8-5-4-1 
Cards 
7 (seven) of Hearts 
A (ace) of Clubs 
A (ace) of Diamonds 
8 (eight) of Spades 





by Kirk Pavellch 
The BC News 
The BC Ncwi.TIm N«rm»n 
Assisted by Red Cross volunteer Don Jlmlson, sophomore IPC major Mandy Werner! waits for her 
arm to heal after giving blood Tuesday afternoon. Donations are being taken by the Red Cross Blood- 
mobile in the Northeast Commons from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. through the week. 
Two vice presidents released a 
response to the mediation com- 
mittee on the Phi Beta Sig- 
ma/campus police dispute Tues- 
day, outlining six recom- 
mendations which are intended 
to prevent a similar incident in 
the future. 
The three final demands of the 
student protest leaders, includ- 
ing the resignation of the officer 
who filed the allegedly falsified 
report, Cpl. John Shumaker, will 
not be met. According to Cliff 
Boutelle, director of public re- 
lations, this demand never had a 
chance of becoming reality. 
"The bottom line is that there 
are no firings," Boutelle said. 
The three-page response, 
released by Vice President for 
Operations Robert Martin and 
Vice President for Student Af- 
fairs Mary Edmonds, acknowl- 
edges the committee for its 
thorough report and the four in- 
dividual student leaders who 
originally focused the Universi- 
ty's attention to the matter. 
The report did concede that 
confusion during the Aug. 31 Phi 
Beta Sigma "Ice Breaker" dance 
could have led to an error by 
Shumaker. 
"In the rush of events, espe- 
cially dangerous or violent situa- 
tions, it is not expected that the 
officer will take the time to make 
a precise count," the committee 
said. "Although [Shumaker] con- 
tinues to believe his version of 
events is essentially correct, he 
The response: 
□ Phi Beta Sigma will not be bil- 
led for the questionable charges at 
the Aug. 31 dance. 
QThe University Student Code 
will be reviewed to determine if 
students have avenues to appeal 
administrative decisions. 
Q Greek Life, Multicultural Ac- 
tivities, Public Safety, and African 
American greek organizations 
should meet to make the respon- 
sibilities of police and/or security 
officers at student sponsored 
events clear. 
Q Interaction between African 
American greek organizations and 
Public Safety should be encour- 
aged through regular meetings. 
Q Cooperation between all 
greek organizations should be en- 
couraged. 
indicated that his numerical es- 
timates were not infallible." 
Mediation panel member 
Terry Parsons said that this par- 
ticular aspect of the incident was 
the most difficult one to make a 
decision on. 
"We're talking about an indi- 
vidual who is a member of the 
University security force," he 
said. "All of us need employment 
in tough times like this. That 
made it a more emotional issue 
for everybody concerned." 
Repeated attempts to contact 
student protest leaders Willie 
Garrett,   Muhammed   Luster, 





Dy Yuri Kageyama 
The Associated Press 
TOKYO - Japanese 
media and government 
officials, baffled by the 
latest wave of U.S. outrage 
directed at Japan, sought 
Tuesday to lay the blame on 
oversensitivity, inaccurate 
foreign reporting and mis- 
understanding. 
As they have done before 
in similar cases, Japanese 
officials spent the day dis- 
owning and downplaying 
criticisms of U.S. work 
practices made by politi- 
cians the day before. 
"U.S. Reaction Oversen- 
sitive To Prime Minister's 
Remarks," read the lead 
headline in the newspaper 
Sankei, reflecting the tone 
in many news reports. 
The media, which often 
shy from harsh criticism of 
the government, gave 
lengthy, uncritical cover- 
age to Prime Minister Kii- 
chi Miyazawa's denial that 
he intended to disparage 
U.S. workers when he said 
in Parliament Monday that 
Americans were losing 
their work ethic 
"If using the word 'ethic' 
produced a misunderstand- 
ing, it is not what I really 
meant," Miyazawa said in 
Tuesday's session. 
The government's top 
spokesman, Koichi Kato, 
strongly suggested that 
poor reporting by foreign 
news organizations in 
Japan was to blame for the 
uproar. 
DeWine begins senate campaign 
Term Mm 
by Michelle Banks 
The BC News 
ir ili : urcjgii 13 ^^ii ic ^ctii i cti i ■
its, death penalty, tax credits Ohio's 'real' issues, he says 
of Ohio. After 18 years, it's time    have  lost  trust  in the  federal     MB 
TOLEDO - In the first official 
day of campaigning for United 
States senator, Lt. Gov. Mike 
DeWine said he intends to ad- 
dress the real issues facing Ohio, 
including term limitations, capi- 
tal punishment for drug lords 
and investment tax credits. 
At the formal press conference 
at the Sheraton Westgate, De- 
Wine criticized his opponent, 
Sen. John Glenn, by stating that 
term limitations will benefit 
everyone. 
"It's (term limitations) tough 
medicine, but we have a very 
sick patient," he said. "John 
Glenn was a hero and still is a 
hero but the issue in "92 is not 
John Glenn, the issue is the state 
for a change." 
Glenn spokesman Dale But land 
said Monday that the senator was 
gracious to his opponent. 
"When the voters compare 
those records and hear the views 
of both candidates on the issues 
that most affect their lives, we're 
confident that the solid majority 
will want John Glenn to continue 
standing up for Ohio and for 
Ohio's working families," Butland 
said. 
DeWine said he would address 
term limits in the Senate, al- 
though most senators would be 
opposed to the concept. A consti- 
tutional amendment would be re- 
quired so Congress could not 
overturn the decision, once im- 
plemented. 
A growing number of Ohioans 
government because Congress is 
"out of touch with the average 
American," according to De- 
Wine. 
He claims he has what's 
needed to relate to Ohioans. 
"I think I have always been in 
touch I know the issues and will 
have my own self-imposed term 
limit," he said. 
During his visits throughout 
the state, DeWine said that many 
Ohioans have expressed con- 
cerns about getting ahead finan- 
cially-something he hopes to al- 
leviate through tax credits. 
"Congress needs to act on 
Bush's tax policies because many 
people in the state are not given 
the assistance they need." 
7ne Associated Press contrib- 
uted to this report 
Mike DeWine 
Black greek panel explains 
desire for NPHC, autonomy 
by Sherry Turco 
The BG News 
There are only three organiza- 
tions at the University that are 
allowed to be self-governed - 
Undergraduate Student 
Government and the Interfrater- 
nity and Panhellenic Councils. 
Blacks, however, on a predom- 
inately white campus, are not al- 
lowed to govern themselves, and 
this is the point of bringing 
National Pan Hellenic Council to 
campus, according to black 
greek leaders. 
"[Wanting NPHC] is an issue of 
self-government," said Tonia 
Simmons, former president of 
the Black Greek Council and a 
member of Delta Sigma Theta 
sorority. 
"There are only three self- 
governing   bodies   on   campus, 
IFC, Panhel and USG. We have 
not an issue of black and white, 
but one that everyone should be 
able to govern themselves," 
Simmons said. The discussion, 
part of Black Greek Information 
Night in the Lenhart Grand Ball- 
room Tuesday night, provided 
about 200 persons with answers 
to questions about the black 
greek system at the University. 
The annual event is sponsored 
to provide information first-hand 
to those who don't understand the 
black greek system and its oper- 
ations. "Giving information 
about the [black] greek system as 
a whole [was the purpose of the 
evening]," said Regina Washing- 
ton, secretary of Sigma Gamma 
Rho sorority. "Any white greeks 
that are here are free to ask 
questions. They are confused." 
"The information night Is held 
just to get people aware of what's 
going on," Simmons said. "It has 
been successful in past years." 
Black greek fraternities and 
sororities are traditionally small 
in membership and focus on the 
community service aspect of the 
organizations rather than social 
aspects. They do, however, fall 
under the same restrictions as 
white greek organizations that 
have anywhere from 30 to 120 
members. 
"We have a small amount of 
people, so we have to do double 
the amount of work you [white 
greeks] do," said Andre Gregory, 
president of Kappa Alpha Psi 
fraternity. 
A major issue facing the greek 
community at the University Is 
BGC's proposal to separate from 
IFC and Panhel to form NPHC, a 
black greek governing body. 




Public Safety has in- 
creased the visibility of its 
officers' patrols and begun 
year-round bicycle patrols 
in response to student 
safety concerns prompted 
by the murder of a Univer- 
sity of Toledo student last 
week. 
"You're going to see a lot 
more of us," said Lt. Gene 
Bratt. 
Cpl. John Shumaker said 
that Public Safety has in- 
vested in winter biking 
gear and the bike patrol 
went back on duty on Mon- 
day. 
"We're even able to ride 
through snow... we can ride 
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The U.S. ozone is going 
Soon there may be an ozone hole 
over the United States. 
Scientists for years have warned that 
the ozone layer is becoming increas- 
ingly depleted. We were told something 
needed to be done -- soon. For the most 
part, the warnings of the scientists 
were ignored. 
It may already be too late. 
NASA officials recently discovered 
that the ozone layer is weaker than ex- 
pected in areas over Canada and else- 
where over North America and Europe. 
The officials say the ozone is being de- 
pleted an average of 2 percent per day. 
With the current pollution output, 
there will definitely be a hole and it 
may be permanent. This means there 
will be nothing to stop the sun's ultra- 
violet rays - meaning an increase in 
skin cancer and eye damage (including 
blindness) and a decrease in the effi- 
ciency of the human immunization 
system. 
It is possible that plants and ocean 
plankton will also be killed, causing en- 
tire food chains of a large chunk of the 
planet to be interrupted. As a result, en- 
tire ecosystems of the planet could die 
and turn into desert. 
Already, there is a hole over the 
South Pole, and at times the hole reach- 
es Australia. Those areas are suffering 
the effects of the radiation striking the 
ground. Prolonged exposure can lead to 
greater environmental changes than 
ever caused by humanity. 
While the economy, trade and world 
peace are very important goals to 
reach, those goals will be irrelevent if 
nothing remains to experience the bet- 
ter economy, trade and world peace. 
The Clean Air Act -- while useful - is 
not enough. The act calls for the phas- 
ing out of chemicals such as chlorine 
monoxide (which is present in chloro- 
fluorocarbons) and bromine monoxide, 
but phasing out is not enough. 
World peace and a solid world econ- 
omy are great dreams of the future-but 
both are impossible without a world. 
And then there was one 
Paydock: Buchanan best GOP presidential candidate 
The presidential race officially 
gets under way in two weeks in 
the New Hampshire primary. 
The economy should not be the 
only thing on the minds of the 
candidates. 
In reality, the current reces- 
sion is mild compared to pre- 
vious recessions. Ronald Reagan 
once said, "It's a recession when 
your neighbor loses his job and a 
depression when you lose your 
job." 
For the person unemployed, 
the recession is never mild, but 
the economy does appear to be 
stabilizing, and I believe we will 
see an upturn In this election 
year. 
White the candidates and the 
liberal media continue to harp on 
the state of the economy, only 
one presidential candidate has 
mentioned our deteriorating in- 
frastructure and the real domes- 
tic problems we face in America 
today. 
That one candidate is GOP 
hopeful Patrick Buchanan. Bu- 
chanan for many years has been 
the conservative voice most 
watched on television and most 
read in the columns of our Amer- 
ican newspapers. As Buchanan 
has often stated, our country is 
careening off course. 
Our problems go much deeper 
than our current recession. The 
roots of our crisis are not eco- 
nomic, they are moral and relig- 
ious. Our heritage and traditions 
are under attack in our schools, 
our media and our universities 
under the rubric of 'multi- 
cultural ism.' 
Christopher Paydock 
Our history books are being 
rewritten and Columbus Day is 
no longer a respected holiday. 
Soon, George Washington will be 
considered a racist or a ruthless 
savage - no more President's 
Day sales at the local hardware 
stores. 
Soon, George Washington 
wH be considered a racist 
OP a rainless savage... 
It has become proper to hand 
out condoms to our children, tell- 
ing 12-year-olds to practice "safe 
sex," but It is Improper to speak 
of God and the role of Christian- 
ity in our national heritage. 
Heaven forbid they learn some- 
thing moral or useful in their 
lives. 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn said at 
Harvard 15 years ago that "men 
have forgotten God." He was 
right With the help of the ACLU 
and other liberal organizations, 
these things have been made 
possible. 
Our liberal-control led Con- 
gress has made available $389 
million a year for Planned Par- 
enthood and its annihilation of 
millions of innocent human be- 
ings. 
Millions of dollars a year are 
budgeted to the National En- 
dowment for the Arts, an organi- 
zation that thinks it's 'art' to sub 
merge a crucifix in urine, rather 
than place it on the wall of the 
local school house. This is pork- 
barrel politics at its finest. These 
are just a small portion of the 
problems we need to face. 
The presidential candidates 
offer no solutions, not even one 
proposal. President Bush has of- 
fered a New World Order, which 
he has still yet to define what ex- 
actly that entitles. 
President Bush's intentions are 
good, but his ideas of a New 
World Order are dangerous. A 
global economy consisting of 
free trade is good for America, 
but we must hold to the heritage 
and traditions of our Founding 
Fathers. 
Liberals around the country, 
and even some conservatives, 
have failed to preserve the 
strength of the American family 
and the values surrounding it. 
The candidates have failed to ad- 
dress these problems. Their 
short-sightedness cannot see 
beyond the economy and the so- 
called "tax breaks" for the rich. 
Buchanan is the only candidate 
that has offered any hope. Al- 
though I expect we'll see Bush 
another four years, I do hope he 
turns his attention to the moral 
and religious crisis we face in 
America today. 
Chris Paydock is a columnist 
/orTheBGNews. 
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Religion: the final taboo 
A look at God, the church and neat stuff like that 
Religion, said he, is the last 
American taboo. Other taboos 
such as politics and sex have 
been forced out into the light 
through the discussions of main- 
stream America (and their tele- 
vision viewing habits). Religion 
is the last major wild frontier 
within the realm of 'proper' soci- 
ety. 
He looked at the experiences of 
his family - especially his par- 
ents - and remarked that, more 
than any other set of values, the 
religious values of his parents 
had deeply affected him. Never 
had it been more apparent that he 
was a product, maybe even a vic- 
tim, of history. 
His father had been chastised 
during Sunday school for inno- 
cently questioning the role of 
evolution within creationism. At 
the age of 12, a man who as a 
young child spoke of becoming a 
man of the cloth altered his 
course to become instead a man 
of science. 
His mother attended a Catholic 
high school on an academic 
scholarship and graduated at the 
top of her class. Nonetheless, she 
was denied NHS induction be- 
cause she was a 'troublemaker' 
(she wore mascara). 
The lesson to be learned, said 
he, is that blind conformity wins 
rewards from the establishment, 
and healthy skepticism does not. 
Just ask Martin Luther. 
As a result, he was raised by a 
secular humanist and a skeptical 
Catholic. His parents were open 
with their views and values, and, 
as in most normal families, they 
became topics for discussion at 
the dinner table; a veritable mar- 
ketplace of ideas. 
As a 6-year-old he made the 
mistake of taking that openness 
with him to his first grade CCD 
class. Upon sharing his family's 
discussions with the rest of the 
class. Sister Lorraine said, "Dy- 
lan, your father is going to go to 
Michael Brennan 
Hell." 
At his First Communion, a cou- 
ple of his classmates were for- 
bidden to participate, because 
they didn't have the right clothes. 
He wondered if Jesus ever own- 
ed a pair of navy blue slacks and 
made the mistake of asking Sis- 
ter. 
By the time he had become a 
teenager his parents split up, and 
he moved to the city with his 
mother and sister. They were in- 
formed that they were less than 
He decided, lice playwright 
Christopher- Durang, that 
"tire pope isn't infallible at 
alL... He's Just an ordinary 
man who wears gold 
slippers." 
welcome at the local Catholic 
church, mostly because of his 
mother's 'subversive' political 
views. 
The very same church pick- 
eted the clinic she worked at. (It 
happened to perform abortions, 
as well as other health services.) 
He would watch the pope trav- 
el to Third World countries and 
tell them that they shouldn't use 
birth control, so instead they con- 
tributed to high mortality rates 
by having scores of unhealthy 
and malnourished babies. 
He wondered if it wasnt a sin 
to procreate when one couldn't 
even begin to provide for one's 
offspring. He decided, like play- 
wright Christopher Durang, that 
"the pope isn't infallible at all.... 
He's just an ordinary man who 
wears gold slippers." 
He began to resent going to 
church. He'd leave Mass feeling 
like he'd somehow moved away 
from God, distanced by the bar- 
riers that the Church would con- 
struct. He considered himself a 
Catholic and a Christian, yet felt 
at odds with the respective polit- 
ical agendas. 
He sought comfort, knowing 
that none could be found in the 
church when the pope on down to 
the priests applied their version 
of the Word of God to an agenda 
he found morally repugnant. 
Yet, said he, why should he be 
surprised by this? This was the 
same church who had the cru- 
sades, perpetuated feudalism 
and even quietly condoned infan- 
ticide (until somebody elim- 
inated the middle man through 
safe and legal abortion, and then 
it was murder!) 
The Good Lord said that chur- 
ches aren't made of stones; they 
are made of people. And though 
he loved God and loved Jesus, 
everything that he believed in on 
a secular level was at odds with a 
pseudo-morality imposed by evil 
men who blasphemed the Word 
of God. 
They cast their stones at him 
(and the ones he loved) as if none 
among the stone-throwers had 
sin. All this, whop nil along his 
only mortal sin wss finding the 
room to love and respect hu- 
manity as well as loving and re- 
specting God. 
Michael Dylan Brennan is a 
columnist for The BG News who 
plans to "Hear Josh" tonight, 
even though he is suspicious that 
he's heard enough already. 
Letters of the editor should 
be 200-300 words in length. All 
letters must be typed, signed 
and include the writer's tele- 
phone number, address or on- 
campus mail box, plus class 
rank or occupation, major and 
hometown. 
Telephone numbers and ad- 
dresses  are  for   verification 
Responses 
purposes only and will not be 
published unless otherwise re- 
quested. 
If presenting a letter in per- 
son, please bring a picture ID, 
along with a home phone num- 
ber. 
The News reserves the right 
to refuse any letter deamed 
malicious or libelous. 
The News also reserves the 
right to edit any submitted 
work for clarity and brevity. 
If not submitting a letter or 
guest column in person, please 
address the submission to: 
The BG News 
210 West Hall 
J.A. Holmgren 
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DeWine may be the best 
Walters: U.S. Senate candidate is a breath of fresh air 
1M^'-'!2)OTM@B0!]® PRESENTS BfflSBO oob&wa® 
On Monday, I,t. Gov. Mike De- 
Wine announced that he is a can- 
didate for the U.S. Senate seat 
now occupied by John Glenn. I 
was fortunate enough to be there 
for the announcement. 
In 1990 George Voinovich and 
Mike DeWine were elected by 
the voters of Ohio to start dig- 
ging through the mess left in 
Columbus by Dick Celeste & Co. 
For the past year, DeWine has 
criss-crossed the state, listening 
to the concerns of Ohioans. In 
announcing his campaign, De- 
Wine laid out a solid platform of 
issues, focusing on jobs, educa- 
tion, welfare, health care and 
congressional reform. 
"What is at issue in this elec- 
tion is the future of Ohio," De- 
Wine said. 
Now, before I tell you more 
about what DeWine said, I think 
you ought to know a bit about his 
background. 
In 1973, Mike DeWine was ap- 
pointed Greene County assistant 
prosecuting attorney, and three 
years later he defeated the in- 
cumbent Democratic prosecut- 
ing attorney. DeWine proved 
himself to be a no-nonsense pros- 
ecutor by cutting back on plea 
bargains, and by placing special 
emphasis on the prosecution of 
violent criminals, child abusers 
and drug offenders. 
In 1980, DeWine was elected to 
the Ohio Senate. As a member of 
the legislature, he authored and 
won passage of Ohio's tough 
drunk driving law. 
During four terms as a U.S. 
Congressman, Mike DeWine 
served as a member of several 
congressional committees, in- 
cluding the House Judiciary and 
Select Iran-Contra committees. 
In 1990, President Bush ap- 
pointed DeWine to serve as a 
member of the National Commis- 
sion on Drug-Free Schools. 
In January of 1991, DeWine 
was  inaugurated  as  lieutenant 
James waiturs 
governor of Ohio. 
He oversees seven state agen- 
cies: the Adjutant General's Of- 
fice, the Department of Alcohol 
& Drug Addiction Services, the 
Governor's Office of Criminal 
Justice Services, the Department 
of Liquor Control, the Depart- 
ment of Youth Services, the De- 
partment of Highway Safety and 
the Department of Rehabilitation 
and Correction. 
Surrounded by family and 
hundreds of friends and support- 
ers, DeWine announced his chal- 
lenge to the 70 year-old John 
Glenn, saying, "This is a serious 
campaign about serious Issues." 
Speaking about the economy, 
DeWine responded to recent 
comments by Japanese officials 
claiming that American workers 
could not compete in a world 
economy. "To that I say you ha- 
ven't met Ohio's workers," De- 
Wine said 
DeWine promised to work for 
economic incentives for Ameri- 
can industry and called on Con- 
gress to make permanent the in- 
vestment tax credit. 
He continued by saying that 
the future of Ohio Is linked to the 
reform of the education system. 
"While our children may repre- 
sent only 25 percent of our popu- 
lation, they represent 100 per- 
cent of our future," he said. 
DeWine then made what he de- 
scribed as a "controversial 
statement," saying that the ten- 
ure system for teachers ought to 
be eliminated. 
"We have some great teachers. 
We also have some that don't 
make the grade. Let's test our 
teachers. Let's award excellence 
in teaching," said DeWine, call- 
ing for standardized teacher and 
student testing. 
He also called for major re- 
forms In the nation's entitlement 
programs. 
"I believe that able-bodied 
adults who receive welfare 
should be expected to seek work, 
education or job training. Wel- 
fare was never meant to be a 
lifestyle." 
Turning to health care, DeWine 
ruled out a nationalized health 
care system saying, "Congress 
can't run itself. How can we ex- 
pect it to run our health care 
system?" 
He called for a health care 
program "that keeps America 
the leader in research and state- 
of-the-art medicine and equip- 
ment, while at the same time giv- 
ing everyone affordable, acces- 
sible health care." 
DeWine has proposed common- 
sense solutions to many of the na- 
tion's and Ohio's problems. 
What has Sen. Glenn done, you 
ask? Well, he has managed to 
avoid repaying millions of dol- 
lars he owes to banks for his past 
presidential bid. 
He has also been a major part 
of the Keating Five scandal. 
Glenn intervened with federal 
regulators on behalf of Charles 
Keating, while accepting more 
than $100,000 In campaign con- 
tributions from him. Is this how 
we want to be represented? I 
think not. 
Ohio needs a senator that will 
fight for Ohio and its people. As 
DeWine said, "After 18 years it's 
time for a change." Indeed it is, 
sir, indeed it is. 
James Walters is a sophomore 
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i 
PRICE INCLUDES 1 
Transfer, lodging, 
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all exclusive College Tour 





Has Moved to 248 N. Main 
(next door to The Wash House) 
FULL HAIR CARE & NAILS 
Open 7 days a week 
M-W&Sat.   9 a.m.-6 p.m. 
TR & F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. 
Sun. Noon-6 p.m. 
V. 
AS A SPECIAL MARKETING TEST A MAJOR TRAVEL BROKER IS OFFERING 
EVERYONE WHO RESONDS WITHIN 72 HOURS OF THIS PUBLICATION DATE. 
FREE   •   FREE   •   FREE 
A DREAM VACATION TO HAWAII 
As a special marketing lest, we will send to 
each person a free vacation certificate valid 
for a fabulous vacation to Honolulu, Hawaii. 
This certificate entitles the user to receive 8 
days and 7 nights of lodging for two people 
and one free airline ticket, transfers, baggage 
handling and all taxes You need pay for only 
one airline ticket at the regular coach price. 
There is no other product to purchase and there is 
no charge for this special certificate. We will how- 
ever limit the number of certificates to be issued in 
this market to those that respond within 72 hours of 
the publication date of this ad. The reason for this 
special offer is that we wish to test the drawing 
power of this type of advertising and inform you of 
our special travel programs. 
CALL NOW (510) 820"3733 v***1-1- l^^/¥¥-   11 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
The Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta 
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ACGFA incident 
misunderstood 
The BG News: 
Maybe it's the movie JFK Per- 
haps the The BG News staff all 
went to see Oliver Stone's cine- 
matic adventure and came away 
thinking that behind every event 
there has to be a conspiracy. 
The editorial (Jan. 28) on AC- 
GFA and the intentions of Bob 
Arrowsmith in cancelling the 
hearings is easily explained by 
The News as a conspiracy to 
shaft the students. 
You couldn't be further from 
the truth. I know because I was 
involved in the process. 
With knowledge that with some 
degree of certainty there would 
not be additional monies availa- 
ble for distribution through the 
ACGFA process. Dr. Arrowsmith 
asked me and other persons in 
Student Affairs what we thought 
and, more importantly, what we 
thought the students' feelings 
would be about cancelling the 
ACGFA process. 
As someone who is budget ad- 
ministrator   for   24   ACGFA- 
Letters to the Editor 
funded budgets, I probably was a 
logical person to ask. I told Dr. 
Arrowsmith I would check with 
some students and get back to 
him. 
This was on Jan. 13, the first 
day of classes. The first person I 
talked to was USG President 
Mike Sears, who indicated he 
thought the proposed action to 
cancel was appropriate. 
We shared a concern about new 
organizations not having access 
but felt this could be remedied. 
Those people who were at the 
special USG meeting on Jan. 22 
heard Dr. Arrowsmith give this 
explanation of how he made the 
decision. The fact thatThe BG 
News was there but failed to hear 
or acknowledge his explanation 
is interesting to say the least. 
Gregg DeCrane 
Assistant  Vice  President  for 
Student Affairs 
University Student Activities 
Shooting in UT 
also BG tragedy 
The BG News: 
University of Toledo student 
Melissa Ann Herstrum was re- 
cently shot to death on the Scon 
Park campus, just one mile south 
of the main campus. 
This letter is a call to any and 
all who believe in praying. Ms. 
Herstrum's family and friends 
need support right now. This is a 
time to lift them to the Lord in 
prayer. 
UT and BGSU are friendly 
rivals, largely because of the two 
campuses being only 30 minutes 
apart. But that closeness should 
also tell us to care about the im- 
pact of this tragic event on stu- 
dents at UT. 
Pastor Van Robison 
Campus minster, Solid Rock 
Enjoy Good Living Summer & F.ill .it 
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR 
• Abortion through 
17 weeks 




16 N. Huron 
Toledo, Oh. 43604 
Phone 
(419) 255-7769 or 
1-800-589-6005 
2I3R, furnished, laundry on silt*, 
frost free refrijii-rutor, self-( leaning oven, 
l 1/2 l),iih,\\.ilk ID i losets,built-in hookc ases 
052-9078 
Rental office-Preferred Properties 
8th & High in the Cherrywood Health Spa 
All rentals have full use of | 
Cherrywood Health Spa. 




_Two days prior to publication, 4p.m. 
(The BG News Is not responsive lor postal service delays) 
_per ad are 75c per line.   $2 25 minimum. 
60c extra per ad lor bold lace. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or T ads 
i" (8 Ime maximum)     $6 so per insertion 
T (16 line maximum)    $12 95 prt insertion 
i required (or all non-university related businesses and individuals. 
_The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information   Pi ease come to 
214 West Hall Immediately il tnere is an error in your ad   The BG News wni not be responsible for typo- 
graphical errors in classified ads for more man two consecutive insertions 
The BG News reserves me right to release the names of individuals who place advertising In The BG News 
The decision on whether to release mis information shall be made by the management of The BG News. The 
purpose ol OUs policy Is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily embar- 
rasing to individuals or organizations   Cases ol fraud can be prosecuted. 
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All factions of industry trying 
for air time on college radio 
by Amy Reynolds 
Col lege Press Service 
The bands, the record com- 
panies, the marketing execu- 
tives, non-profit organizations, 
the student disc jockeys - they 
all want as much as they can get. 
Air. College air. 
Ever since R.E.M. hit the big 
time via college radio, people 
with a variety of interests have 
been playing tug-of - war with col- 
lege radio stations. 
'Ten years ago, college radio 
was the new frontier," said Troy 
Trinkle, lead singer of the band 
Mere Mortals, based in Bloo- 
mington, Ind , home to Indiana 
University. "But now... there are 
promotion agencies that all they 
do is call [college stations] every 
day and bug the hell out of them" 
Io play their records and their 
bands. 
• Those stations "don't have to 
sell ads, they just play what they 
want," Trinkle says. 
College radio stations have 
more leeway than commercial 
stations because the Federal 
Communications Commission 
prohibits them from airing ad- 
vertisements. 
The additional air time and the 
notion of college radio as both a 
musical and educational enter- 
prise have allowed for creative 
programming. College music 
formats feature alternative mu- 
sic-punk/hardcore or hard rock 
that hasn't hit the popular air 
waves-at least, not yet. 
Hence the appeal to un- 
discovered bands, like Mere 
Mortals, that have a recording 
they want the college audience to 
hear. Trinkle estimates that 
Mere Mortals spends six or sev- 
en hours a day calling about 60 
different college radio stations in 
six states. So far, the effort has 
netted results in Indiana, Ohio, 
Tennessee and Illinois at a half- 
dozen stations. 
"From a  band's perspective, 
"They are now viewed as a 
definite area to get 
advanced exposure for a lot 
ol different bands, both new 
bands and those ignored by 
the mainstream." 
Gary Land is, Westwood 
One 
it's a necessary evil. If you can 
get on 30 [college] stations' lists, 
that will help you with the bigger 
[commercial]station," Trinkle 
said. 
After R.E.M., the Athens, 
Ga.-based alternative band (now 
fairly mainstream), made college 
radio playlists nationwide in the 
early 1980s, bands saw the poten- 
tial for success in targeting col- 
lege radio. But that has meant a 
virtual saturation of the market. 
"Your disc is thrown in the 
studio with 200 other compact 
discs that no one's ever heard 
of," Trinkle said. 
To add to the steady stream of 
arriving music from the bands 
and promotion agencies, record 
companies have entered the pic- 
ture as well. 
College radio "gets a lot of at- 
B.G.  TAXI • NO SERVICE 
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tention from record companies," 
said Gary Landis, vice president 
and director of programming for 
Westwood One Radio Networks. 
"They are now viewed as a defi- 
nite area to get advanced expo- 
sure for a lot of different bands, 
both new bands and those ig- 
nored by the mainstream." 
Greg Adamo, general manager 
of WSIA, the college radio station 
of the City University of New 
Yoik College of Staten Island, 
agreed. 
"The commercial record labels 
are now only sending us the 
things they want us to break. 
They are using us for market- 
ing," he said. 
Part of the reason is that col- 
lege radio stations have tra- 
ditionally played three or four 
cuts deep into an album even if 
those cuts haven't been individu- 
ally released. That, Adamo said, 
cuts into the record company's 
profits. "They want to mUk the 
(popular releases) for a while," 
he said. 
College radio has become pop- 
ular not only from a musical 
standpoint, but from an advertis- 
ing standpoint as well. 
Because college radio stations 
do not air commercials, some 
marketing firms are promoting 
slickly packaged public service 
announcements offered by paid 
sponsors that skirt the guide- 
lines. 
Adamo provided a hypothetical 
example. "Mary's Gas Station, 
located at SO Main Street, re- 
minds you to buckle your seat 
belt." 
And now, these 'infotorials' 
have gone national. A group 
called College Broadcasting 
System is marketing many for 
big-name companies and organi- 
zations like Apple Computer, 
Cosmopo/iranmagazine and the 
U.S. Army. 
Chuck Wolfretz, who recently 
acquired College Broadcasting, 
based in Connecticut, said that 





FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS 
FOR RISING SENIORS WITH INTEREST IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
EACH FELLOWSHIP AMOUNT IS $1,500 
Deadline: March 2,1992 
The Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was established in 1973 in 
recognition of Frazier Reams, Sr. and his distinguished service in the broadcasting industry as a member 
of Congress and as a Trustee of Bowling Green State University. 
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to pursue careers in public affairs 
(speech communication, broadcasting, journalism, political or governmental service, public health, 
community service, law or some other public affairs field). A rising senior is a student with a minimum 
G.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for two semesters of his/her senior year, and will graduate no 
sooner than May 1993. Each fellow will receive $1,500. The selections of fellows will be based on an 
initial screening process and further review which may include personal interviews. 
The application form and all support materials, including letters of recommendation, must be submitted 
to the University Relations Office, Milcti Alumni Center by Monday, March 2, 1992. 
Applications are available in the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni Center; School of Mass 
Communications, 302 West Hall; and the Political Science Department, 115 Williams Hall. 
College PrcH ScrvIce/Amy Rryaaldi 
Student disc Jockey Sandy Bitman selects a compact disc for 
play at WPRK, the radio station at Rollins College. 
gramming he sends to college 
stations is accepted. He attrib- 
utes the success of the two-to 
five-minute informational mes- 
sages to the fact that they meet 
FCC requirements while at the 
same time meet the needs of the 
college radio listener. 
Adamo said the announce- 
ments are commercials in dis- 
guise and take time away from 
valuable community organiza- 
tions. 
"My opinion is that there are so 
many more needy organizations 
with public service announce- 
ments," Adamo said. He pointed 
to the local Red Cross, Salvation 
Army, college-sponsored events 
like concerts and local announ- 
cements from city departments 
like the Department of Transpor- 
tation. 
In a recent Issue of the CMJ 
New Music Report, a college 
radio trade publication, Adamo 
voiced his opinion in a column. 
"The fact that major label re- 
cord companies have started to 
pay greater attention to college 
radio has caused a lot of discus- 
sion. In the same way we should 
not ignore it when car com- 
panies, magazines and other 
giant corporations start to attach 
their names to a service that Is an 
important part of our program- 
ming," he wrote. "If you are 
happy to air 'PSAs' that are de- 
signed to make money for others, 
then that is your decision." 
All of these decisions -about 
bands, public service announce- 
ments, 'infotorials' and the llke- 
have made college radio much 
more complex for the students 
who work within. 

























In an alternative medium, 
there are alternatives. 
College radio, known for Its 
creative formats and infatuation 
with alternative music, is not all 
music. It's also news. 
This year marks the 50th an- 
niversary of the nation's oldest 
college radio station-WILL-AM 
at the University of Illinois in 
Urbana, III. 
The station, and its FM 
counterpart, WILL, alAj founded 
in 1941, is actually an arm of 
National Public Radio. 
"The original idea in 1922 was 
as an educational alternative," 
said station manager Dan 
Simeone. "Only later did we be- 
come an independent program- 
ming service." 
WILL-AM provides listeners 
with news, public affairs, talk 
and call-in shows, weather, agri- 
culture reports and British 
Broadcasting Corp. and Canadian 
Broadcasting Corp. broadcasts. 
Some of the segments are locally 
produced and students help as in- 
terns and part-time workers In 
several areas of the station. 
"We have a student assistant 
for our meteorologist, an assis- 
tant producer for our agriculture 
program and a student intern in 
the news department," in addi- 
tion to some student board opera- 
tors, Simeone said. 
WILL-FM plays classical music 
24 hours except on Saturday and 
Sunday, when the programming 
features international music 
from Africa, Scotland, Ireland 
and Wales, and some jazz music. 
"As far as we know, the FM 
station was the first university- 
licensed FM station," Simeone 
said. 
Although WILL was the first, 
several schools followed the lead 
Now, NPR affiliates are located 
at college campuses across the 
country, and many offer students 
a chance to work within the radio 
news and programming business 
to gain experience. 
/ Tuxedo JunctlonVi 
Upstairs 











Watch for details to see what we're about! 
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Speaker warns of racism's power Panhellenic council 
scraps judicial board by Genon Rutherford The BC News 
Frances Cress Welsing, a psychiatric phy- 
sician, spoke about the Importance for per- 
sons to realize white supremacy exists be- 
cause of the fear of white genetic extinction 
during the Afrikan Holocaust Conference 
last weekend. 
Welsing focused not only on the exterior 
but also the interior power of racism, and its 
existence in economics, education, enter- 
tainment, politics, sex, war, religion and 
labor. 
"Racism Is a global system of power and 
maintains dominant control over the people 
classified as non-white," Welsing said. 
Symbolism was another aspect of white 
supremacy discussed, ranging from televi- 
sion commercials, holidays and descriptions 
of the ideal mate. 
Even our beloved ball games have aspects 
of white supremacist attitudes that stem 
from the fear of inadequacies and genetic 
extinction. Sexual connotations were men- 
tioned when observing the ball games, as far 
as size and the object of the game. For ex- 
"h basketful BIB object of the game is 
to get the big, brown, round ball into a 
white hoop, which resembles again 
the fear of [whits] genetic extinction," 
Frances Wesling, physician 
ample, "In basketball the object of the game 
Is to get the big, brown, round ball Into a 
white hoop, which resembles again the fear 
of genetic extinction," Welsing said. 
Welsing discussed white supremacy as be- 
ing like playing on a chess board where per- 
sons of color always move second and need 
to observe the moves of the white suprema- 
cists before they get checkmated. 
Truth Is a necessity to defeat existing 
white supremacy that has a long history of 
destruction and turmoil. Welsing discussed 
the contradiction of racism versus the de- 
scriptions of the things so often loved 
amongst the very persons that practice ra- 
cism. 
"[On] Valentine's Day, loved ones will give 
their significant other chocolate candy, most 
people drink coffee black, and women want a 
tall, dark and handsome man. Even famed 
stars are known for aspects that resemble 
descriptions of the African-American, such 
as Rudolph Valentino for his dark tan, Elvis 
Presley for his famous hip movement and 
models with the now famed French lips," 
Welsing said. 
by Ashley Matthews 
The BG News 
NPHC 
Continued from page one. 
"It's not a color thing, it's a 
needs thing," said Gregory. 
"IFC's done a great job this year, 
but one meeting's not enough to 
cover a lifetime of problems." 
A video entitled "Shattering 
the Myths" was presented before 
the question-and answer period. 
It highlighted each of the predo- 
minantly black organizations on 
campus by explaining how they 
operate. The video also outlined 
the benefits the organizations 
provide. 
The questlon-and-answer 
period began with questions 
submitted earlier In the evening 
that mostly pertained to belong- 
ing to a black greek organization, 
and what membership entails. 
Later In the evening, the sub- 
ject of NPHC was Introduced. 
Simmons explained that once the 
proposal Is officially stated, the 
decision Is made on the spot by 
the Board of Trustees. 
Simmons defined NPHC as "an 
umbrella organization for black 
greeks that is national." She con- 
tinued, "It will help us legally, 
and has programming that would 
benefit black greeks." 
It will not mean a change in the 
greek system except that the 
black greeks, like white greeks, 
will have their own governing 
body. 
"It's an issue of equality. [We 
are] already separated," panel 
member Carla Richardson said 
"We need to be equal." 
THERE ARE VOLUNTEERS TO HELP 
MAKE YOUR TAXES LESS TAXING. 
Call the IRS and well direct you to the volunteers nearest you. 
Do yourself a favor. File your taxes now and file accurately. 
If you need help understanding the recent changes in the tax 
laws or just need help, there are trained volunteers who can 
help. Call or visit your local IRS office today. And nuke 
your taxes less taxing. 
Lccia lit 
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The Panhellenic Council voted 
to eliminate the Panhellenic Ju- 
dicial Board and the cabinet of- 
fice of chief justice Tuesday 
night. 
This decision, effective imme- 
diately, signifies the end of the 
legal hierarchy In place for the 
Panhellenic community. 
Previously, any disciplinary 
procedures needing attention 
within the sorority system were 
addressed by the chief justice 
and the judicial board. This 
board was composed of pros- 
ecutors and defenders, and a 
case was investigated by these 
persons. 
The board was designed to 
maintain Panhellenic Council's 
autonomy and to continue to be a 
self-governing body. 
A second motion also passed, 
replacing the chief justice posi- 
tion by creating the office of lia- 
bility educator. 
The   liability   educator   will 
promote Natioaal CoOegtate Al 
cohol Awareness Work and 
National Col legiate Drug Aware- 
ness Week throughout the oaia 
pus community and serve a* the 
vice president Piihnflrntr of 
GAMMA, conducting risk man- 
agement education. 
The liability educator will also 
serve as the chief justice of a re- 
structured judicial board, pro- 
vided a motion brought to She 
floor Tuesday is passed at the 
meeting on Feb. 18. Any change 
to the Ptaheltenie ceastituNoc 
must be tabled for two weeks. 
This new jmBcM beard will 
consist of the vice umiiHHat of 
rush, liability eanaator. the jun- 
ior PanheHeavic delegate train 
each member sutuilty and Pan- 
hellenic adviser. 
A sorority violating any part of 
this constitution or Ms by-laws 
will be subject to the aatjoa of 
the judicial beard. 
The presiding officer will he 
the liability educator i sweat in 
the case of ruob vtelatiooo, when 
the vice Liiaiiit of nan wlH be 
the presiding officer. 
Helpcjet o*r t/jefitowfh 
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Ridge Manor Apartments 
519 Ridge Street 
2 bedroom, furnished town houses 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
FOR FALL 1992 
2,3,4 person available 
Call for more information 352-0717 
or stop by at 224 E. Wooster I „ *JVVW'WVVVVVVV v vvvvvvvvvwvv ww w w^ 
RUSH THETA CHI 
334 N. Main St. 
Mon. Feb. 3 From 7:30 - 9:30 
Wed. Feb. 5 From 7:30 - 9:30 







JOSH: "These days many 
people are having sex, 
but few are making love." 
*FREE ADMISSION* 
-Sponsored by the Campus Crusade 
for Christ 
Ink Shows 
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Report 
Continued from page one. 
Tonia Simmons and Maurice 
Tate were unsuccessful Accord- 
ing to mediation committee 
member Jason Jackson, the end 
of the matter will depend on the 
reaction of these four. 
"It's going to be how [the 
protest leaders] perceive the 
whole thing," Jackson said. "I 
Just hope that even if they don't 
agree they will see that we did a 
thorough job as a committee. All 
in all, I hope this brings this par- 
ticular issue to a rest." 
Parsons said he agrees that the 
incident will only be resolved if 
both sides can agree to the com- 
promises. 
"These are rational, learned 
people involved here who are in- 
tellectually going to be able to 
look at this and decide them- 
selves what they think to be the 
result," he said. "The active 
compromise has been defined as 
an agreement which satisfies 
everyone and pleases no one. I 
think that's probably going to be 
true in any mediation like this." 
Jackson said that the commit- 
tee took so long to issue its report 
because the members wished 
make sure the job was done 
thoroughly by interviewing as 
many persons as possible. 
"We decided to focus on the 
bottom line and what really hap- 
pened," he said. "That's why we 
interviewed so many people and 
took so long. It's a very complex 
issue." 
Jackson said one thing that 
bothered him throughout the 
interviewing process was the at- 
titude of the police, as though 
they were being unfairly at- 
tacked by a committee just look- 
ing for answers. 
"The thing that really got 
under my skin was the police de- 
partment's attitude of immunity 
to scrutiny," he said. "Every time 
we would ask them straight up 
[what happened] they would feel 
like everyone was attacking 
them. It came across in the inter- 
views and we were bothered by 
that." 
Parsons said the attitude of 
both groups needs to be worked 
on In an effort to improve re- 
lations between the two sides. 
"One of the things that I think 
hopefully will come out of all this 
is that we need to have less ten- 
sion, less a feeling of us versus 
them," he said. 
"One of the points made here I 
think is extremely important is 
that in order to make the Univer- 
sity really the place we all want it 
to be, we need to have a great 
deal more of social, recreational, 
informal kind of contact," Par- 
sons said. "I'm pleased that they 
agreed to put in their response 
that more frequent contact is 
needed with both a professional 
and personal basis." 
Faculty pass tax code plan 
Section 125 will save funds for dependents 
by Klmbarly Larson 
The BC News 
The Faculty Senate passed a 
resolution on the extension of the 
Section 125 federal tax code plan 
at its meeting yesterday after- 
noon. 
The Section 12S plan Is a fed- 
eral tax code which allows em- 
ployees to direct funds from 
their salary into an account for 
health and dependent care. 
The funds put into the account 
are not taxed as income. 
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, chairman 
of the administrative staff coun- 
cil, presented the proposal to the 
Senate. 
"A certain amount of dollars is 
designated out of the employee's 
pay and put Into a separate ac- 
count," he said. "This would be 
pre-tax dollars which would go 
toward child care and elder 
care." 
Kaplan said that the University 
currently has implemented part 
of the plan, but it does not in- 
clude dependent care. 
Faculty and staff do not have to 
participate in the plan if they do 
not wish because there is a small 
degree of employee risk. 
"If you don't use any of the 
money set aside, you don't get 
any of that money back. It goes to 
the University," Kaplan said. 
Kaplan said he believes that 
most would benefit substantially 
from the plan. 
According to Faculty Senate 
Chairman Leigh Chiarelott, if the 
plan is not cost-effective to the 
University, the plan most likely 
would not continue. 
Individuals are able to desig- 
nate a different amount each 
year. However, once employees 
commit to the plan, they cannot 
get out of it. 
University treasurer Gaylyn 
Finn estimated that the cost to 
the University to implement this 
plan is about $25,000 to $30,000 a 
year, Kaplan said. This is equiva- 
lent to about $15 a year per em- 
ployee. 
"It is relatively inexpensive to 
the University compared to the 
benefits to the staff," Kaplan 
said. 
The resolution will now be 
passed on to the University 
Board of Trustees to implement 
the plan beginning July 1, which 






Here's a way to learn fester and work 
smarter without putting a lot of cash down. 
It's called the Apple Computer Loan. 
Right now, qualifying students, parents 
borrowing on behalf of students, and feculty 
and staff members with an annual income 
of at least $15,000, can purchase an Apple* 
Macintosh* computer system using a special 
financing plan set up just for you. 
Apply to borrow from $1,500 to $10,000 
for a Macintosh computer, other Apple 
products—including the AppleGan?" 
extended service plan, and up to three soft- 
ware packages. 
If you're a student, you'll be able to defer 
principal payments for up to 48 months while 
in school, making interest-only payments until 
30 days after you graduate or leave school. 
Interest rates are surprisingly low, and you can 
take up to eight years to repay.* 
So stop by today and fill out a loan 
application. 
Because this is one way to afford a 
Macintosh, even if you can't afford 
a Macintosh. 
For information on Macintosh 
educational discounts, 
stop by 142 Shatzell Hall 
• He inmstrau a ibratrragr ofttx bighrr ojOxiOaay or «Wn lommmial paper rale m reported in dx lull ime journal, plus a tfmdcjOK After June JO. 1992. dx Lpnad may 
iKrtasei/pnfrmoiBiirXrmst.bumllraeicetd56%ealalgborrouenuouU llx loan rnartxprepaulai any time witboul penalty rbrdxmoruto/ 
OcBber. 1991, ibtnmwm 10 06i\tt-iib an annual ptrxmutr rait of II «iS% Tbumimldreiuhinmonax>paymtmoftltilftxnerySl.(mbrrrowtd tot uml/lrmnacbartt for tact 
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AMERICA'S FIRST STAND-UP 
COMEDIAN! 
Ken Richters as 
MARK TWAIN 
March 2,1992-7:30 P.M. 
Franciscan Life Center 
Tickets: $20.00 
10% discount tor Seniors & Students 
Call 885-3211 
Ask for "Humanities Lecture" 
<3t Office of Continuing 
aStae? Education 
893-0241 
CASH BACK TO QUALIFIED BUYERS 
See Dealers for Details 
- SPECIAL LEASE PROGRAMS AVAILABLE 
Greg Feltman Lease MGR 893-0241 
GOOD LOCATIONS 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS: 
Hurry! Only a few left for Fall '92 at the 
following locations: 
• E. Merry Ave. Apts. 
• Field Manor Apts. 
• Frazee Avenue Apts. 
1 
We also have a Good Selection of houses and 
other apartments available. 
Call for more information at 352-0717 
or stop by for a listing at 224 E. Wooster. 
HS Through 
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Student readings scheduled 
Original poems, short stories reveal creators' inner souls 
by Melissa Henry 
The BG News 
University students who look forward to 
the creative writing department's student 
readings can double their pleasure this 
weekend, as both a reading by MFA students 
at Prout Chapel and a combination BFA- 
MFA reading at Grounds for Thought are 
scheduled. 
And, as a matter of fact, one of Friday's 
readers is so enthusiastic about the writing 
program that he played an important role in 
the acquisition of Larry Brown, the Univer- 
sity's 1992 visiting writer. 
MFA fiction student Andrew Duffy, in co- 
operation with PhD. candidate Andrew 
McDonald, talked Brown into coming to the 
University. 
"We were In Mississippi just visiting the 
Delta, to see what [it] was like. 
"We decided that we really didn't have the 
authority to ask Larry Brown if he'd like to 
teach here, but we wondered If he would 
want to do It and we knew that the program 
was looking for someone. 
"When we went out to talk to him, he was 
just so nice; he was so kind. We met him on 
some property that he has where he has this 
pond, and we just sat for an hour and talked. 
We really didn't have the authority to invite 
him, but we told him that if he was interested 
we could figure out a way to get him up 
here," Duffy said. 
Duffy will be reading with Brian Owenby, 
a graduate poetry student. 
Owenby considers his work rural poetry 
and takes a lot of his material from those 
he's known and the experiences he had while 
growing up In North Carolina. He's current- 
ly working on a manuscript entitled "Inher- 
iting the Shadows," which focuses on things 
"People up here have a strange sense 
of humor, they think everything is 
hilarious." 
Brian Owenby, MFA student 
persons inherit from their parents, namely 
their fathers. 
"My grandfathers were fascinating peo- 
ple; they have a lot of interesting stories," 
Owenby said. "One of them used to go out 
and whip the heads off snakes. The story was 
a metaphor for the relationship between my 
grandmother and grandfather. 
"I don't mean that my grandmother was a 
snake, but that my grandfather didn't re- 
spect her sometimes. Women were treated 
differently in the South; they didn't really 
have to do anything. My grandfather kind of 
looked at my grandmother as a headless 
snake, a headless spine. She was just a body 
to cook and clean, not think." 
Things In the Midwest are different in 
more ways than one, Owenby noted. 
"People up here have a strange sense of 
humor," he said. "They think everything Is 
hilarious. It must be the weather ... it's so 
cold here, if they don't laugh they'll go 
crazy." 
Senior creative writing major Denise Mil- 
ler is the undergraduate who will be reading 
on Saturday with graduate students J.L 
Haddaway and Cathy Turner. 
Miller concentrates on poetry and uses as 
her poetic philosophy a quote from the book 
For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Sui- 
cide When the Rainbow Isn't an Option: 
"She'd been dead so long, locked in silence 
so long, that she'd forgotten the sound of her 
own voice." 
"I think that Is kind of the theme I'm try- 
ing to get to in my poetry," Miller said. 
"Women writers haven't been able to speak. 
Women, as a whole, that have had to deal 
with any kind or sexual abuse, physical 
abuse or mental abuse have been silenced, 
too. 
"And I think, for me, I'm just a combina- 
tion of all these things, in a way. I've seen a 
lot of abuse around me, growing up. And I'm 
black, and I'm a woman, and I'm a writer, 
and I'm trying to feel out all these things to 
find out what my voice is. I'm trying to find 
my own voice." 
Friday evening's reading at Prout Chapel 
begins at 7:30 and the reading at Grounds for 
Thought commences at 8. 
Paperwork art 
draws crowds 
by Laura Franklin 
Insider writer 
Stop him before he 
cha-chings again! 
Connel Barrett 
If you haven't picked up a 
newspaper today, then you 
probably don't have that yucky 
black ink all over your fingers. 
But more importantiy, you surely 
missed today's top story: "CO- 
NGRESS SOBERS UP, PASSES 
OVERDUE ADVERB AMEND- 
MENT!" 
This constitutional addition 
reads as follows: "Any person or 
persons using the word 'not' in- 
correctly, such as 'Gee, Oprah, 
you've really lost weight. NOT!' 
shall be subject to immediate 
mandatory torture of choice, 
namely: a) the blockage of the 
bowels via Superglue; b) several 
rusted knitting needles through 
the pupil; or c) romantic contact 
with Tip O'Neill Involving, at the 
very least, heavy petting (applies 
regardless of gender)." 
Catch phrases. From "NOT!" to 
"Chuh-CHING!" to "I've fallen, 
and I can't get up," they've all got 
two things in common: they're 
way overused, and they're une- 
quivocably out of control-an in- 
sidious malignancy tuckered 
deep within the minds of most 
Americans, slyly creeping across 
this great continent until, finally, 
one day, THE WORLD BLOWS 
UP! 
OK, maybe not. But it'll contin- 
ue to be a nuisance, that's for 
sure. 
Catch phrases aren't exactly 
new. When my dad was a young 
man, "23-skedoo" was the popu- 
lar slogan. "23-skedoo" he d say, 
walking through the neigbor-- 
hood. "What do you want for din- 
ner?" my grandmother would 
ask. "23-skedoo" he'd repeat. 
"Honey, do you know what your 
name Is?" she would inquire. 
"23-skedoo" he'd say. I guess 
that's why he never got Invited to 
any parties. Anyway, you see my 
point. Commercials are usually 
the main culprits. McDonald's 
(slogan: "You Probably Won't 
Bust a Filling on a Piece of Gris- 
tle and Sue Us") has just unveiled 
its latest in a long line of catchy 
yet meaningful slogans, namely: 
(I have no idea what it is). 
Pretty good, huh? 
However, you probably won't 
remember it because all fast food 
commercials distract you with 
absurdities. In the newest line of 
advertisements, all the em- 
ployees (one white, one black, one 
oriental) are sickenlngly polite, 
happy, and apparently satisfied 
with their employment as sludge- 
drudgers that, at no time in the 
course of the commercial, do 
they take their own lives by 
plunging their heads into a vat of 
fry grease. 
AND, they're just chock-full of 
candy cane smiles and dimpley 
giggles. When you walk into a 
real life fast-food chain, you'll 
find employees smile fervently 
about as often as Mike Tyson can 
say"She sells sea shells by the 
sea   shore"   without   excreting 
See Barrett, page nine. 
The Toledo Museum of Art 
is continuing to draw viewers 
during the early days of 1992. 
The museum's most recent 
additions of 20th Century 
works of art on paper are now 
on display in the Graphics 
Arts Galleries. The Recent 
Acquisitions: Modern 
Graphic Arts is currently on 
display through Feb. 23. 
The 90 photographs, prints, 
drawings and artists' books, 
that are collectively on dis- 
play show a wide variety of 
slice-of-life art. 
Christine Swenson, curator 
of graphic arts at the mu- 
seum, said the new pieces are 
"significant additions to the 
collection." Swenson contin- 
ued to say the display con- 
tains "spectacular impres- 
sions, remarkable books and 
splendid photographs." 
A barrage of photographs 
consumes an entire corridor 
of the gallery. The pho- 
tographs throughout the dis- 
play show a wide variety of 
people, feelings and expres- 
sions, done mostly in black 
and white images of day-to- 
day life experiences. 
Some of the art is somewhat 
Bowl 'N' Greenery 
All You Can Eat 
11:30-2:00 $3.99 
4:00 - 7:00 $4.75 
• Soup V Salad    • Baked Pofalo w/sour cream 
• Hot Entrees • Choice of Beverage 
Located in the University Union 
Quantum 90 cord accepted all day for off campus students 
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only for on campus students 
Contact Your 
Local Chapter. + American Red Cross 
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Scholarship Money is 
Available to Study Abroad 
The International Education Committee of 
BGSU invites proposals/applications from 
students that wish to study abroad. More 
details and proposal application forms can 
be obtained from: 
Continuing and International Education 
Office 
300 McFall Center 
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RENT NOW FOR FALL 1992 
COLUMBIA COURT APTS. 
B.G.'s Newest Apartment Complex 
Close to B.G.S.U. 
Call us for our 
FEBRUARY 
SPECIAL 
Four Man Rate 
CALL US AT 352-0717 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 




Express Lunch 2.05 
Happy Hour Dinner        4.95 
KIDS EAT FREE 
TUE-Prlme Rib 7.95 
WED-Pasta 4.95 
All you can oal 
THURS-Mexican 4.95 
All You Can eat 
FRI-BBQ 7.95 
SAT-Prime Rib 12.0Q 
All You Can eat. 
110 N. Main     352-9222 
SAY IT 
LOUD! 
You can take an active role in shaping your 
campus as a volunteer writer for the BG News. 
Staff meetings are Sundays at 8 p.m. 
210 West Hall, or call 372-6968. 
We Don't Mess Around, We Just Get Down 
suggestive and could even be 
considered by some viewers 
to be distasteful. For exam- 
ple, included is one photo of a 
young girl who is topless and 
has a pouty expression on her 
face. This photo could be con- 
sidered by some to be child 
pornography and could possi- 
bly pass for the work of 
Robert Mapplethorpe, whose 
sexually explicit photographs 
have raised much con- 
troversy over the last two 
years. 
Swenson said while walking 
through the gallery she has"- 
noticed many people in the 
galleries stopping and study- 
ing the works and they 
seemed to show an interest." 
The display also contains 
much milder works by var- 
ious artists such as Marc 
Chagall. Some of the other 
photographs contain images 
of the elderly, environment 
scenes and ordinary people 
doing everyday things. It is 
said that art is in the eye of 
the beholder. While viewing 
this exhibit, maybe it would 
be better to view it with one 
eye open and the other closed. 
The museum is open Tues- 
day through Saturday 10 am 
to 4 p.m., and Sunday 1 to 5 
p.m. The display is free and 
open to the public. 
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS      UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS      UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS        UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS 
'Didyou icnozv that these f^y people on campus are not only involved in the 
activities listed, but also are University Ambassadors? you can be one too. 
Applications are available at 405 Student Services and'M.ileti Alumni Center 
(due by February 9) 
Amy McCleUan ■ "Kappa "Kappa Qamma 
Jen Morse ■ Orientation Leader 
"Erica Heal ■ Jashion Merchandising Assoc. 
Matt "Baktr ■ Society for Human "Rtsorcc Management 
Carlos 'Baron - Latino Student Union 
"Deb Cordes ■ Orientation •Board 
'Barb "Dagnino ■ MCO Tour guide 
•DerekJZikr - Sigma Alpha "Zpsilon 
Keut Qibson - "Delta Qamma "President 
Linda Hawkins ■ Accounting Tutor 
Chad Henderson ■ Select Student Program 
"Dionna HoUscher ■ Senior 'Programming "Board 
"Rgy Motorway, Jr. ■ Men's Chorus 
Hjcote "Kemock.- 'Resident Advisor 
"Rich 'Xing -1991 Homecoming "King 
•Beth^nktr - Japanese Clxib 
Amy Turner ■ Honors Student Association 
Terry Manning - SOS./D. 
Matt Olson ■ "Exchange Student 
Chana Peyton - "Black^Student Union Treasurer 
Sherri Porter ■ Pre Physical Therapy Club 
Chrissy Schroedel ■ "BQSIl Tour guide 
Marcie Van Swearingcn ■ Alpha Chi Omega 
•Danisha Ware ■ Tour guide 
•Doug "rtatkins ■ TelefundManager 
Julie Zimmerman ■ Motor 'Board 
Margaret ■Bejarano 
Martin lacampo, Jr. 
Chris"Rigby 
Shanda Tomlinson 
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS      UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS      UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS        UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS 
'. 
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Western hosts BG hoops 
The women's basketball team 
journeys to Kalamazoo, Mich, to- 
night to face Western Michigan 
at 5:30 p.m. 
The Falcons are tied for first 
place in the Mid-American Con- 
ference at 15-3 overall and 6-1 in 
Mid-American Conference action 
with Toledo. Western is strug- 
gling in eighth place possessing a 
2-16 mark with a 1-7 ledger in 
league action. 
The Falcons are coming off a 
narrow 73-70 victory over Miami 
last weekend at Anderson Arena. 
The Falcons rank first in the 
MAC in team offense (88.6 
points), field goal percentage 
offense (.496), three-point field 
goal percentage (.458), and free 
throw percentage (.757). 
BG is second in scoring margin 
(11.3 points), third in rebounding 
margin (4.7) and third in field 
goal percentage defense (.406). 
Individually, the Falcons dom- 
inate the MAC charts. 
Forward Andrea Nordmann is 
10th in the league in scoring (14.4 
points), fifth in rebounding (7.8), 
Uth in field goal percentage 
(50.8 percent) and second in free 
throw percentage (82.9 percent). 
Forward Lori Albers is ninth in 
the conference in scoring (14.8 
points), third in field goal per- 
centage (54.8 percent) and fifth 
in free throw percentage (81.0 
percent). 
Judit Lendvay is seventeenth 
in scoring (12.5), second in field 
goal percentage (55 percent) and 
ninth in assists (3.6). 
Sophomore Talita Scott is sixth 
in field goal percentage (53.6 
percent) and the duo of Susie 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
Apply Now! 
Alumni Chapter Scholarship Applications are now 
available. Each Alumni Chapter listed below will 
award a scholarship to a student from their region: 
$$$$$$$$$ COLUMBUS PACIFIC NORTHWEST 
ARIZONA DALLAS PITTSBURGH 
ATLANTA DAYTON SAN FRANCISCO 
CANTON DETROIT SOUTHWEST FLORIDA 
CAROLINAS HOUSTON SUMMIT/MEDINA 
CHICAGO LOS ANGELES TAMPA 
CINCINNATI NEW ENGLAND TOLEDO 
CLEVELAND NYC/NEW JERSEY WESTERN NEW YORK 
COLORADO NORTHWEST OHIO YOUNCSTOWN/WARRI 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE 
OFFICE OF ALUMNI AFFAIRS (372-2701). 
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE 
OFFICE OF FINANCIAL AID AND AT THE 







Open Monday - Friday 
4 to 11p.m. 
Quantum 90 card accepted after 6:00p.m. 
for on-campus students 
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:00p.m. 
for 95+ plan holders 
Cassell and Cathy Koch are both 
ranked among the leaders in as- 
sists with 6.6 and 4.9, respective- 
ly- 
*** 
The men's basketball team will 
play its second first-place team 
in a row Saturday, as the Falcons 
travel to Western. 
The Broncos are locked in a tie 
for the Mid-American Confer- 
nece's top spot with Miami 
(Bowling Green's last opponent) 
and Ball State, which has won its 
last three games. 
Success has not been equated 
with Western basketball in re- 
cent years. The Broncos are just 
5-27 in its last 35 MAC games, 
and 14-40 overall in the last two 
seasons. 
But Western has jumped to an 
early 5-2 conference mark this 
season, behind strong play from 
post-man Jim I lavrilia. The 6-11, 
264 pound senior has hovered 
around fifth-place in the MAC'S 
scoring race. 
Havrilla is averaging more 
than 14 points per game and pull- 
ing In nearly seven rebounds per 
game. 
While Havrilla was no surprise 
to the Broncos, they can now 
boast one of the MAC'S most tal- 
ented young players, sophomore 
guard Leon McGee. The 6-4 
backcourt player is averaging 
13.23 ppg after transferring from 
Michigan Tech 
Where Western can really run 
up the score is outside the three- 
point arc. The Broncos are lead- 
ing the MAC in shooting percent- 
age from three-point range. They 
convert nearly SO percent of 
their attempts. 
The top sharp-shooter is Sean 
Wightman, who is atop the MAC, 
more than half his triple at- 
tempts. 
Last season, the Falcons swept 
Western in a pair of blowouts. At 
Western, BG won 76-64, and at 
Anderson Arena, the Falcons 
prevailed 75-56. 









HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. Main 352-9951 
100 Proof 
Wednesday Feb. 5 
18-20 Welcome 
82.00 cover after 9:30 
21 and Over 
81.00 cover after 9:30 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a.m. 
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m. 
* Mini-Pitchers Every DayH 
The BG Nc w i, Tin Nor nun 
Falcon forward Jason Hall goes up for two in a recent basketball 
game. Bowling Green travels to Western Michigan tonight to battle 
the Broncos. The men's team will find a Western club that Is surpris- 
ing the MAC - locked in a three-way tie with Ball State and Miami. 
USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG*T 
TAKE CHARGE 
applications for President/Vice President 
and 
Senator at Large 
DUE TODAY 
405 Student Services 
Any questions? Call Rob at 2-8116 or 2-5001 







All You Can Eat Spaghetti 
$4.25 
Located in the University Union 
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:30 for on campus students. 
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95+ card holders. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS 
over 500 units with SUPER locations 
9 and 12 Month Leases Available 
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE 
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF. 
JOHN  NEWLOVE  REAL  ESTATE 319  E. WOOSTER 
354-2260 
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL) 
il li 'in 
■■■■■««■ ■■■-;   L 
llliiillllllll.lir 
Be A Campus Know - Know 
Join 
Campus Fact Line 
Applications lor positions beginning nexl 
fall will be available 
8 am TOMORROW 
in the Community Suite 
at the University Union 




For more information, contact the Office of Public Relations, 372-2616 
l 
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Bengals leave Brooks 
on unprotected list 
CINCINNATI (AP) Cincinnati Bengals coach 
Dave Shula says he hopes running back James 
Brooks will return in 1992, even though the Ben- 
gals failed to protect him on their roster and run 
the risk that another team will sign him. 
Shula declined to say if he tried to persuade 
management to protect Brooks. The coach said the 
discussions "never got past his $1 million salary." 
"We discuss things, we make a decision and we 
live with it," Shula said. "We come out of the room 
as one." 
Brooks, one of 19 players the Bengals left off 
their 37-man roster Saturday, has had three 
1,000-yard rushing seasons since Cincinnati traded 
to get him from San Diego in 1984. 
But he is 33 and under contract to make $1.1 mil- 
lion if he plays for the Bengals in 1992. Bengals 
general manager Mike Brown balked at paying 
that big a salary to someone who is not protected 
as a starter if he remains with the Bengals. 
Brown supports third-year running back Harold 
Green as the starting tailback this year. Green be- 
came the featured back last season over Brooks, 
whose rushing production slipped to 571 yards on 
152 carries. 
"We would have a role for him, but it would not 
be the role of the starting running back," Brown 
said. "Harold Green Is going to take that over next 
year." 
Brooks' agent, Jim Ferraro, said he expects 
other teams to bid for Brooks. 
"The probability is that a number of teams are 
going to offer James more money than he's making 
with the Bengals. Based on that, I think It will be 
difficult for him to stay in Cincinnati," Ferraro 
said. 
The Bengals also left unprotected veterans in- 
cluding running back Ickey Woods, linebacker 
Carl Zander and corner-back Lewis Billups. All 
have until April 1 to sign with other teams. 
Brooks, anticipating that he might be left off the 
roster, has said he would like to play for a team in 
the Bengals' AFC Central Division so that he can 
punish the Bengals by playing against them twice 
a season. 
"It's a business, and that's it," Bengals safety 
Barney Bussey said. "Some guys will feel he got a 
bad deal because they feel other players could 
have been unprotected." 
Bucks put home streak on line 
by Rusty Miller 
AP sports writer 
COLUMBUS, Ohio - A young 
Wisconsin team will face some 
old problems when it plays at 
eighth-ranked Ohio State 
Wednesday night. 
Young teams normally do not 
play well against experienced 
teams playing on their home 
court. To make matters worse for 
the Badgers, senior-laden Ohio 
State hasn't lost at St. John Arena 
in two years. 
"Any time you play at home, 
you have to set the tempo," says 
Ohio State coach Randy Ayers. 
"We're going to come out and be 
very aggressive,  which  is  the 
way we always try to play." 
Ohio State is 14-3 overall and 
6-1 in the Big Ten, tied for the top 
spot with Indiana. Wisconsin en- 
ters at 11-9 and 2-5. 
Badger coach Steve Yoder isn't 
worried about how his team will 
respond, but has one giant quali- 
fication. 
"Right now, we're playing real 
well," he says. "Our record may 
not exemplify that, but we're 
playing pretty well for a young 
club." 
How young are the Badgers? 
Michael Finley is a freshman, Bi- 
lly Douglass a senior and Carlton 
McGee, Tracy Webster and 
Grant Johnson are sophomores. 
Between them, they came into 
this year having started 17 Big 
Ten games. 
Ohio State's starters had start- 
ed 137. 
But Ayers said experience isn't 
everything. 
"The thing I like about the 
young players they have is they 
play with a lot of confidence," he 
says. "You saw it in Michigan's 
last two games, that even though 
they were down in both games, 
they have the confidence to come 
back and think they're going to 
win the game. Wisconsin's 
players are the same way." 
Ohio State is riding a 28-game 
winning streak at St. John Arena, 
second longest home streak in 
the nation behind Nevada-Las 
Vegas' 43 in a row. 
Winter Olympic 
sites could vary 
by Stephgn Wilson 
AP sports writer 
COURCHEVEL, France - IOC President Juan Antonio Samar 
anch raised the possibility Tuesday of staging future Winter 
Olympic Games in more than one country. 
In a speech opening the 98th session of the International 
Olympic Committee, Samaranch cited the example of the up- 
coming Winter Games in Albertville, the first spread throughout 
an entire region. 
"We are envisaging the possibility of holding these future 
Games in several regions or even in more than one country - but 
with one city given overall responsibility for the project," he 
said. 
"This would help to lighten the burden of organizing events 
requiring very heavy infrastructures in difficult climatic and 
geological conditions." 
The Albertville organizers had opened up "new possibilities" 
by staging the Games over an area covering 13 sites and 650 
square miles, Samaranch said. 
"In choosing the Savoy town and the whole Tarentaise valley 
behind it, the IOC knew what it was letting itself - and the or- 
ganizers - In for," he said. "After entrusting the organization of 
the Games to major cities like Sarajevo (1984) and Calgary 
(1989), it was time to try a return to the very heart of nature." 
There is a provision for sharing of the Winter Games in the 
Olympic Charter. It states: 
"When for geographical or topographical reasons it is impos- 
sible to organize certain events or disciplines of a sport in the 
country of the host city, the IOC may, on an exceptional basis, 
authorize the holding of these in a bordering country." 
Barrett 
Continued from page seven. 
enough  saliva  to   fill   a  small 
aquarium. 
The Rally's commercial started 
off innocently enough: a cute 
30-second spot with a catchy little 
slogan. We get a laugh out of it, 
halha!, and that should be it. But 
no! Pretty soon, after popular 
demand, the commercial begins 
running every hour, then every 
half hour. Finally, you can sub- 
scribe to Cable's Clung Channel, 
24 hours a day. Less talk, more 
"Ching!" Next, Dennis Rodman 
shaves "Chuh-CHING!" in his 
hair, passing up the more appro- 
priate   "I'm   A   Dork   And   A 
Weenie!" Every sportscaster ac- 
companies each touchdown, 
three-point-shot, and highstick 
with a "Ching!" Warren Beatty 
and Annette Bening name their 
daughter Ching Beatty Bening 
Fawcett Majors. Our nation is 
renamed "The United Ching of 
America." President Ching con- 
tinues to fall in the popularity 
Chings, so he hopes to ching 
ching later this month in the New 
Ching Primary. Of course, ching 
ching ching because chuh-ching 
ching ching. 




PHILADELPHIA (AP) Magic 
Johnson can count Charles Bark- 
ley among his top admirers. But 
when it comes to the All-Star 
game, the Philadelphia 76ers 
forward draws the line. 
"I have thought about picking 
up the phone, calling Magic and 
telling him maybe he shouldn't 
play in the Ail-Star game," Bark- 
ley said Monday after practice. 
"It's his decision, but the All-Star 
game Is a reward for players 
who've had a great first half of 
the season." 
Johnson, who retired from the 
Los Angeles Lakers Nov. 7 after 
testing positive for the AIDS 
virus, was selected by fans to 
start for the Western Conference 
in the game Sunday in Orlando. 
Barkley, a 76ers forward, will 
start for the Eastern Conference. 
Barkley, who paid tribute to 
the star by switching his jersey 
number to Johnson's No. 32 for 
the season, said Johnson's ap- 
pearance will only rob the 
younger players. 
"Obviously, he's going to be tha 
center of attention," Barkley' 
said. "I feel bad for the young 
guys because that should be their" 
reward. ... It's going to be a- 
media circus, and that's unfortu- 
nate." 
Barkley recalled his first All- 
Star game in 1987. 
"I was like a little kid in the 
candy store," he said. 
He said others should have a 
similar opportunity to get the 
spotlight, citing Dikembe Muto 
mbo of Denver and Phoenix's 
Jeff Hornacek and Don Majerle, 
all making their first All-Star ap- 
pearance. 
Johnson was second only to 
Portland's Clyde Drexler in vot- 
ing for guards. 
</ HOME FALCON HOCKEY VS. MICHIGAN FRIDAY - BE THERE! 
Classified 
The BG News 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
Attention all 
Public Relations Major* 
BGP.R.O. 
wanta you1 
Attend our meeting 
Wednesday. Feb. S 
   at 8 30 pm m 313 West  
ATTENTION HIS MAJORS 
Association lor Systems Management 
Meeting Tonight 
7:30. BAt 10, Casual 
Speaker Ron Coleman 
Computer An /Animation 
"Hands On" Experience 
Attention ALL 
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA MEMBERS 
MAJOR ANNOUNCEMENT! 
LOON forward to our first 
GENERAL MEETING ol the year 
Wed , Fob 12 • 830pm • 111 BA 
 Be a part ol theeidtemenil  
Collage ol Education A Allied Profaaalona 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
Several scholarship awards tor the 1992-1993 
academic year are being ottered to students in 
the Coleige ol Education A Allied Professions 
A: cation forms are availbaWe now In tie 
Dean's Otfice. 444 Education Bldg Completed 
forms must be returned by March 2. 
Faahlnon Merchandising Bldg. 
Wednesday. February 5th 
6 00 pm Mcfali Assembly Room 
Speaker: Judy DeFranciaco • May Co. 
EW YEAR! 
WITH THIS COUPON! 
TWO PAIR OF REGULAR PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES AT 
ONE LOW PRICE... A GREAT START FOR 19921 
SINGLE VISION STANDARD BIFOCALS 
$0088     $10088 
■•ft*"**    jj     FMIOTHMIIS M^m    M    FOMOTHP, 
SOME StOAllgD BilOCHS S TffitOCAlSARt SHOW MORE null n 
BOWLING GREEN LOCATION ONLY. OFFERS EXPIRE 2-29-92. 
- EYES EXAMINED BY DR. S. SHIFF OPTOMETRIST 
• EXPERIENCED OPTICIANS AT YOUR SERVICE 
• EYE EXAMS PRICED SEPERATElY 
Burlington Optical 
BOWLING GREEN 
1616 E. WOOSTER • GREENWOOD CENTER 
352-2533 
^'«c«»cw«mmM«mfc»n ionio»»>.»oon«ii—o*>'owy,»iancwui «■•"■  
Happy Hours 





Come one, come all I 
NOTICEH   ELEMENTARY   ED    METHODS 
MEETMOI 
All students who applied lor Fall 1992 El. Ed. 
Methoda (EDCI 350, 351. 352, 3S3. 355, 3S6) 
are expected to attend this meeting. Tuesday. 
Feb. 18, 4:00 pm. 115 Education Building. BE 
THERE"  
REACHOUT to fie homeless 
meeting 9pm Wad. 
107 Han na Hall 
Ski Club Meeting 
Feb.5Bi.9pm. 116 BA 
Money due for Snowshoe SI 45 
T-shirts are inttlS. 
New members welcome I 
Alpha Lambda Delta 
CORRECTION 
The general meeting scheduled for 
Feb. 5 (Tonight) 
is rescheduled for Feb. 12. 
SPORT  MANAGEMENT  ALLIANCE   MEM- 
BERS 
GUEST SPEAKER SCOT BRESSLER 
BGSU TCKET MANAGER 
THURS. FEB. 67 X PMTAFT RM. 
SMA MEMBERS ONLY. PLEASE DRESS 
PROFESSIONALLY 




TWO CHINESE MOVIES 
"Long Liye the Youth' i 
"The Songs at Midnight1' 
BA 1007. Sunday. February 9 
6 9 30 pm -- no subtitles 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST: Black A tan. down filled, midlength. 
London Fog coat at Howard's Jan. 24. Please 
return to Univ. Police. No quesDons ashed 
SERVICES OFFERED 
ACE Income Tax Preparation 
* Quick and Hassle tree * 
Professional, Reliable, and reasonable rates 
for most Federal and Ohio (1040 Forms) filers 
details? Call 354-4603 Mon - Thurs. 10 am - 7 
pm. 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE?? 
""WE CAN HELP"" 
Financial aid for tuition, books, or whatever. 
For free into, send name A address to' 
FA J CARPENTER CO. 
PO BOX 44086 
COLS, OH 432O4-O0A1 
Pregnant? 
We can help. FREE PREGNANCY TESTS 
Info, and support - BG Pregnancy Center 
Call354-HOPE 
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA 
Information   on   semester,   year,   graduate, 
summer and internahip programs in Perth, 
Townsvlle. Sydney, and Melbourne Programs 
start at S3520. Call 1 800*78-3696 
SUPPORT GROUP 
If you've released your baby tor adoption, or 
are considering doing so and need some sup- 




Alumni Chapter Scholarship Appiicasons are 
now available. Check your on-campus mailbox 
tor applications or stop by Financial Aid or tie 
Alumni Office Application deadline ia Feb 21. 
Scholarships awarded from 27 Akjmni groups 
from across the country 
SSCHOLARSHIPSS 
Alumni Chapter Scholarship Appiicasons are 
now available Check your on-campus mailbox . 
for applications or stop by Financial Aid or tie - 
Alumni Office Appiicanon deadline • Feb. 21., 
Scholarships awarded from 27 Alumni groups 
from across the country 
(SPRING BREAK) 
DAYTONA BEACH FLORIDA 
6 DAYS, ONLY S69 00 
CALL 1-800-344-8914 
Con I. on page 10 
■ 
Dry Dock 
"Your Party Alternative" 
presents 
"Amateur Nite" 
February 8, 1992 
9:00p.m. to 1:00a.m. 
Prizes will be awarded 
call 372-2978 for more information 
FORGET THE HEAT 
Worried About The Cost Of Heating? Well Don't! 
At Campus Manor All Utilities Are Paid Except Electric. 
• Close to Campus 








I 2 Bdrm. 
Off-Street Parking 
CAMPUS MANOR 
505 Clough St. 
Call 352-9302 
Managed by 
R. E. Management 
113 Railroad St. 
■ 
Ink Shows Through 
Classified 
page ten The BG News Wednesday, February 5,1992 
,Conl. from page 9 
'BGSU Ski Club meeting tonight' 
9 00. 112BA 
Even/one welcome! 
Snowshoo payment dje  $130 GO 
Questions' Call 352 III"Al> 
'Dry Dock * Dry Dock' Dry Dock' 
"AMATEUR NIGHT 
February 8. 1992 @9 00pm 
Prizes will be awarded 
"YOUR PARTY ALTERNATIVE • 
•Dry Dock ' Dry Dock' Dry Dock* 
'GAMMA PHI BETA ' GAMMA PHI BETA' 
Best wishes to Emily Wing on her rocont en 
gagement to ATO Tony Rosmus ol Marietta 
College' 
Love, The Sisier s ol Gamma Phi 
'ZBT'ZBT' 
The Brothers ol ZETA BETA TAU wouk) like to 
congratulate Jerry Kovatch on his recent pin- 
ning olChnstenaHuntebr inker. 
'ZBT'ZBT' 
We would also like to congratulate Scon Giera 
lor his recent lavalienng ol Dawn Kowalka 
'ZBT ' ZBT- 
A Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days $279' Pan- 
ama City $99. Padre t'99, Cancun t«99. Ja 
maica $399 from Oh.o! Greg 354-6149. Sarah 
354^994, Todd 372-6S2B. or t 800 638-6786 
ALPHA PHI-THETA CHI 
Congratulations on winning the PHI SIGMA 
KAPPA-KAPPA ALPHA PSI 3 Man basketball 
tourney1 Way to play a phys>cal game ALPHA 
PHIS-especiaiiy to Came "the bruiser" see 
you next year I 
ALPHA PHI-THETACHI 
Athletic supplements and vitamins at whole- 
sale prices Call B.G 'i Nutncona' Supple- 
ments tor Into 1 800-24*3476 
Attention Coin Collectors 
We will try to fulfill your needs Strctly catalog 
oHers CallFc.372-4195.  
Circle K Internal-opal 
Hats off to our January Member ol the Month 
Jason Gladden. Thanks tor makm' copies a: 
the copy machinal 
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE 
Have some fun 
I AST in'ormaoon session 
Fn.. Feb 7 - 1 30pm 
Union Faculty Lounge (2nd Floor) 
WE WANT YOU TO BE A PART 
OF THE NSE PROGRAM!! 
OX ' RUSH THETA CHI' OX 
Excellence in Academics 
Excellence m Athletics 
Located of campus 
For information or a ride, feel free to call Kevin 
at 352-9413 or Dominic at 353-1114. 
OX'RUSHTHETACHI'OX 
PHI  DELT KAPPA  PHI DELT  KAPPA  PHI 
OELT 
Thanks for letting us uee your house! 
PHI OELT KAPPA  PHI OELT KAPPA  PHI 
DELT 
CKI-CKI 
Attontion Studonts and Membersl 
Come to our meeting TONIGHT' 
9 00 pm. Ohio Suite. 
We will have some elections and 
celebrate Circle K Week! 
Circle K International 
Help kreate some smiles' 
CKICKI 
Congratulations to Meredith Barton, our Mem- 
ber of the Month for December i The Christmas 
ornaments were a success because of your 
l-.Td work Thanksl  
Did you know''l>?7 
-That Mss Ohio is a Delta Zeta? 
-That DZ's wore All Sports Champs' 
DISCOVER EUROPE 
SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM IN FRANCE 
Earn 6 cr. hre. -classes In English 
Informational Meeting 
TUESDAY.FEB   11.9:00 PM 
1000BABLDG. 
For more Information call 
Dr. Chrtlle 372-8180 or 372-2646 
SPRING BREAK '92 
Now offering the 3 hottest destinations and the 
best locations for your 7 mghL 8 day package I 
Nassau. Bahamas: $449 
Cancun- $489 
Oaytona Beach: $159 
Bahamas A Cancun include stay A round rip 
air Irom Ohio Can 352-4810 nowl Find a boner 
price a well match itl  
SPRING BREAK PRICE-BUSTER VACA- 
TIONS! 
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS INCLUDING AIRFARE. 
GREAT HOTEL AND MUCH MORE FROM 
ONLY $599 BUY FROM THE f 1 NAME YOU 
CAN TRUST FOR QUALITY VACATIONS 
FOUR SEASONS 1 800 331 3136 
SPRINGBREAK SAILING BAHAMAS 
48ft. Luxury Yachts/Groups of 6 
Seven Days Barefoot Sailing The Bahamas 
All inclusive w/Cabm S Meals $488 Each 
CALLANYTIME 1 -800-999-7245 (SAIL) 
The Sisters of Delta Zeta 
would like lo wish everyone 
good luck with Spring semester! 
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH 
PHI DELTA THETA 
invites you to visit our house 
Wednesday Feb 5. 7 30 
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH 
SPRING BREAK IN PANAMA CITY BEACH 
FREE DAILY PARTIES 
ALL ROOMS BEACH FRONT 
OPEN CONTAINERS ON THE BEACH 
BEST PSCKAGE/BEST PRICE $119 
CALL FOR DETAILS 
JOE CALLAH AN OR JIM CARTER 352-8181 
SPRING BREAK CAPITAL OF FLA - PAN 
AMA CITY BCH WITHIN WALKING DIS- 
TANCE OF 3 WORLD FAMOUS BEACH 
CLUBSI CALL NOW FOR RESERVATIONS 
THE EL DORADO 904 234-5942. 
Pikes Pikes Pikes Pikes Pikes 
Pikes Pikes Pikes Pikes Pikos 
RUSH LOCATED AT PIKE HOUSE 
819HIGH STREET 
RIDES WILL BE LEAVING FROM 
UAAUAAUAAUAAUAA 
HELPWANTED FOR RENT 
» I W   I1U.SII 
46 N MAIN • BOWLING GREEN 
Education Social Work Psychology Majors 
" Gat Involvsd" 
"Make a Difference' 
JOIN STEP 1 
830 
RUSH PI KAPPA ALPHA RUSH 
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH 
Sludanta Togathar Educating Peers 
Applications Dus Fabruary 13 
Fof mors Info contact: 








All these are found in 
Del;... 
Fratemi&es. sororities, student 
clubs Earn up to $1000 mono 
week. Pius receive a $1000 
bonus yourself. And a FREE 
WATCH just lor calling 1-800- 
932 0528 Em. 65. 
RUSH PHI DELT RUSH PHI DELT 
THINK PHI DELT! 
Rush A fraternity Fc Life 
RUSH PHI DELT RUSH PHI DELT 
FOUNDERS-RUSH 
Tonight  "Gel to know the PHI SK5S' in the 
main lounge Irom 7:30-930. Taste some subs 
and bring your questions  We'll prove to you 
our organization is ideal - don't just go to the 
first house you see. You owe it to yourself to 
compare 
Don't die wondenng   PHI SIG PHI SIG 
RUSH-FOUNDERS 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
Congratulations to our new Order of Omega 
members Jen Wodjyla and Lon Mkeselli 
Love. The Sisters of GAMMA PHI 
HSA VALENTINE S DAY ROSE SALE 
FEB 3-7 IN UNION FOYER 
2 00 EACH OR 20.00 A DOZEN 
ON CAMPUS DELIVERY ON FEB. 14 
^    —    —    —      COUPON       ™    ■■■■■    —   HaW, 
f LARGE 1 ITEM   i MEDIUM 1 ITEMA 
PIZZA ir PIZZA ! 
$ftoo    <    $A75 
"    I Exp 2/21/92   ■» YVITH THIS    _ 
BGOnly " COUPON 
Additional Items Extra 
. pi&)o°«<» ; sis.«6 , 
■ VNOW Open Al Noon Set. * Sun. FOR FREE DELIVERY        J 
^*    ■■■■■     •■■■■    ■■       milPON ■■     isaaaaaV     BHsaaaS    OR*^ 
Exp 2/21/92 
BG Only 6 WITH THIS COUPON 
Joumaliem IPCO Public Relations Ma|ors 
Receive valuable experience 
In skills related to your major 
JOIN STEP 1 
Students Together Educating Peers 
Applications due Fabruary 13 
For more Info contact: 
Prevention Center 372-2130 
KD'KD'KD'KD'KD 
Congratulations to Sister Chnslena Huntebhn- 
ker on her recent lavalienng to ZBT Jerry Ko- 
vatch i •■ Your Sis lets 
ZBT'ZBT'ZBT'ZBT'ZBT 
KD'KD'KD'KD'KD 
Congratulations to Sister Kim Lake on her en- 
gagement to Mike Hohler1 Love. 
Your Sisters 
KD'KD'KD'KD'KD 
KD ' Order of Omega ' KD 
KAPPA DELTA SORORITY 
...on the cutting edge 
of Leadership!! 





Congratulations snd AOT! 
KD'KD'KD'KD'KD 
McDonald North Valentine Balloon Sale 
Buy a heart-shaped balloon lor your sweeth- 
eart, admirer, or friend. Feb. 3-12. Free deliv- 
ery 1 - tO.75. 3- $1 75. 6- $3.00. Call Joanie al 
2-1716. 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE 
Scholarships and grants 
1-a0O-USA-1221 Ext. 2033 
FEBRUARY 



















<? 28'-       .,.,     29 mr. Sensible 
104 S. Main 
BOWLING GR€€N, OHIO 
353-0988 
UAA UAA UAA UAA UAA 
UAO' Galley' UAO' Galley' UAO 
This Fnday. February 7th. "Firesign" an acous- 
tic guitar and vocal duo will be performing in 
the Galley, located in the lower level of Harsh- 
man Quad. The show begins at 8pm. is Iree 
and open to all. Stop by ft. join Vie funll 
UAO'Galley "UAO'Galley'UAO 
VALENTINE CANDY SALE 
Buy sweets for your sweetheart this year. Ta- 
bles wil be set up in the Math Science and Ed- 
ucation buddings. Candy sens on February 
12-14 from 11 am - 2 pm. Sponsored by Bapbst 
Student Union. 
WHAT DOES UAA STAND FOR??? 
UNIDENTIFIED ALL-TERRAIN AUTO... 
NOPEIf 
What is FLASH YOUR BUDDHA? 
Women's Reproductive Rights OnjanizaDon 
Wednesday's at 9 00 at the UCF Center 
Al concerned individuals welcome 
YOU'VE ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO LIVE! 
DO SPRING BREAK IN JAMAICA OR CAN- 
CUN. FROM $4291 INCLUDES HOTEL. AIR. 
TRANSFERS. PARTIESI SUN SPLASH 
TOURS 1-800-428-7710. 
WANTED 
1 non-smoking female needed to share nice 
apartment Poof, shuttle. Call 353-6469 after 6 
°m-  
1 or 2 roommates needed Immediately thru 
August 10th for sublease of apt. near campus! 




CAMPUS FACT LINE 
position next fall 
Open to freshmen and sophomores 
Ap plica Dons at the Community Suite 
Univer Siry Union 
Available now 
Need one female to fill house 
at 957 N. Prospect 
For 3 - Own room 
Call 353-0325 
BE A CAMPUS KNOW KNOW 
WORK AT CAMPUS FACT LINE 
100 applications for positions next fall 
wil be available at 8 a.m. tomorrow 
m the Community Suite, University Union. 
Open to all freshmen and sophomores 
Looking for two female roommates to share 
two bedroom, two bathroom apartment. 1/2 
block from campus, for 92-93 school year. 
Contact Julie or Kristen at 352-5652. 
Male/female roommate needed ASAP. Close 
lo campus Ci I 3f>? ??4T and leave nossage 
Roommate needed mmed. for the rest ol 
Spnng Semester. Apt. furnished. Own room. 
Rent neg. Cai 352-5503 (Solomon) or 
372-2247 and talk to Ann. 
Roommate wanted to share home in BG Male 
Grid Prel. Cal 354-6701 or 352-1631. 
250COUNSELORS and Instructors needed! 
Private, coed summer camp in Pocomo Mtns.. 
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box 234 BG. 
Kendworth. NJ 07033 (908) 276-09M. 
APPLY TOMORROW 
for a 
CAMPUS FACT LINE 
position next fall 
Open to froshmen and sophomores 
Applications at the Community Suite 
University Union 
Summer 1992 - ATTENTION ATHLETES 
Premier children's camps in North East need 
male/female counselors with the following 
skills: Tennis. WSI. Baseball. Basketball, Arts 
$ Crafts, Soccer, Ropes, Sailing. Nurses, HOT- 
seosck Riding. Hockey, Windsurf, Dance, 
DramsBcs. Gymnastics. LaCrosse. Waterski- 
ing. Piano, Guitar, Woodworking, etc. Upper 




Outstanding New York State 
Coed Children's Resident Camp 
Two hours from New York City 
Beautitiul faOkDes 
814-693-3037 
Camp Kennybrook, 19 Southway 
Ha/tsdale. New York 10530 
BE ON TV. Many needed for commercials. 
Now hiring all ages. For casting info, call 
(615)779-7111 Ext T-883. 
Earn $3 per envelope mailing our sales orcu- 
larsl Materials Supplied' Start Immediately! 
Send Long S AS. Envlp. CMP OstnOuDng 
PO Bo. 1068. Forked River, NJ08731. 
Spnng Break Money! $1000 easy, help pro- 
cess orders at home, nobody refused, tree de- 
tails SASE. King Publishing 1010 Short Kala- 
mazoo. Ml 49006.  
SPRING BREAK TO FLORIDA Bf ACHh S 
FUN IN THE SUN, 4/RM. PRICE 
Daytona$149 
Kitch. Wtrtrt 4 Trans Available 
Cal Jim al 352-6865 
BE A CAMPUS KNOW KNOW 
WORK AT CAMPUS FACT LINE 
100 applications for positions next fall 
will be available at 6 a.m. tomorrow 
in the Community Suite, University Union. 
Open to all freshmen and sophomores 
FOR SALE 
26  color TV $1 SO or BO. 
Cal Travis st 352-0001 
Apple II e Enhanced Computer with Dual Disk 
Drives, Monitor. 80 column card, Sena) Card, 
and Software to Run. $S50/obo. Call 
372-1975 and leave a message.  
Diamond engagement ring. 
1/3 cavst. High quality. 
 1-255-1220, ask for Seen  
Nintendo game system, exc. condition. In- 
cludes six game cartridges (Tecmo Football. 
Baseball Stars. Blades of Steel and more.) All 
lor $120.00 OBO Cal 352-1570.  
Pertax SLR camera. 35mm. With interchang- 
eable normal ft telephoto lens. V.C.G. Excel: 
price. $150.00. Fully controllable (speed aper- 
ture, etc.) Phillips 20" Hat-screened TV. 8 mo's 






















MID AM MANOR 
'NOW RENTING' 
Choose from choice apartments within walking 
distance to campus Summer 1992 and 1992-93 
school year. 
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, 
gas heat & water included, air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 























1 4 ?. bedroom lum apts 
9 month, summer A y« 
3S2-7454. 
2 Large bedroom furnished 
Good location • all uDliOat paid 
9-l2monih laaae-Call 353-1731 ahwe 
Cany Rentals 
Apartment* for 2.3 or 4 students 
Houeeetor 5.6 or 9 student* 
9.10 or 12 mo leases available. 
 Call 3S2-7365 
Efficiency, 1 bedroom. 2 bedroom furnished 
apartments Uuliltei furnished Summer and 
Fall Call 669-3036. 
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS 
•00 -THIRD STREET 
Now renting tor 1902 -1993 1 br. A 2 br. units. 
Fully furnished. Gas, heal. A AC. 9 or 12 month 
leases.   Reasonable  rates.   Ideal  location. 
Owners pay utilities. Contact early e> avoid 
disappointment. 
PHONE 352-4966.  
Houses A apartments for 1992-93 school year 
12 month leases only, starting in May. Steve 
Smith 352-8917.  
Houses A Apartments. Close to campus. 
For summer 1992 and 1992-93 school year. 
1-267-3341 
5 bedroom. 2 bath house. 
Year lease • May to May 
352-7454 
A Bungalow -1 bedroom house 
Availbale Feb. 1 - $280 month plus utbties 
Call 1 -632-3681 Vem Veeoer 
4 bedroom furnished house 
Good location - all utilities paid 
9-l2mo. lease, can 353-1731 after6 
Nice 2 bedroom house 
Half block from campus - available 
August. 12 month lease. $550 per month 
352-6992 - Crazy Schedule 
Keep trying or leave message 
Spacious 1 1/2 bdrm.apl available 5-11-92.9 
or 12 mo. lease. Includes cable A unlit** 
354-7258 Leave message 
Sublease Summer D2. 1 bdrm . furnished. 
ctoose to campus. AX, rent neog. 352-3336. 
Subleaaers needed to rent 2 
bedroom apartment until 
July 31. $430 a month plus etectrtc. 
Call 354-6481 
SUMMER SUBLEASE 1 bdrm. apartment - 
t dose to campus - very dean - nice location - 
Air condHtonlng - call 352-4297. 
We specialize in i bedroom A efficiency 
apartments. For information call Mecca Man 
apement 353-5600.  
BREAKS 
HAiiCE 
V£   GOFTO 
CALL WDKtl 
X DON'T HKHr 
TO B€ 5TlCKIfl 
OAYTONA BEACH 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND 
STEAMBOAT 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
FORTLAVDERDALE 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND 
MUSTANG ISLAND I 
PORTARANSAS 
DOMT WAIT Til ITS TOO LMTt 
nth Annual 
Celebration! 
TOIL FREE INFORMATION t RESERVATIONS 
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^DATE Magazine February 5, 1992 
Because we know 
what's cool and we're 







and much more! 
page 2     February 5. 1992 
To our noble readers: 
Life goes fast in Bowling Green. It's a fast-paced, trend- 
setting, life in the drunk lane town. What can you do to 
keep up? We know the world of pseudo-adulthood isn't 
always easy. Sometimes you need help. That's where we 
come in. 
This Is Update. 
Some of the finest writers from the land of BG 
schmooze have come together in this publication to Up- 
date you on the coolest, the hottest, the most neato of 
things to do in and around the windiest campus in Ohio. 
Former editor Jill Novak and her ever-flower-gMng 
sweetie have some ideas on what's groovy to give the at- 
tachment on the day o' LOVE. 
Greg Watson will give you some insight into a few inter- 
esting courses offered by the University. In other words, 
these are the classes all the cool kids are taking - check 
'em cut. 
Sports editor Matt Schroder says the newest trend in the 
BG sports world is women's hoops. A great idea - if not a 
new one. Honestly, i has been done before, but the BG 
team is demanding attention this year and making them- 
selves THE thing to see in college spurts 
You want to hear about the nightlife, you say? Well... if 
you're interested in a wild, crazy, hedonistic, ecstatic ad- 
venture on practically any night of the week, you've cho- 
sen the right university. Check out where the cool crowd is 
when in this feature of the night places to flunk for. 
And that's not all folks. You'll just have to read on and 
be surprised. 
This is your brain, this is your brain on Update. Be excel- 
lent to one another. 
The Editors. 
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3 Behind    DAIRY MART y^ We do Mens and Womens Designs and 
Childrens Cuts; Including: the Fade, Flat 
Tops. Skaters. Buzz. Clipper Designs. High 
& Tights. Perfect Spikes, the Wedge. 
Bobs. Highlightsand Color. Perms. Painless 
Spirals (at a Painless Price) ahd 
Complete Nail Care. 
We Will Be Your Headquarters In Hair. 
Nails and Tanning, with the Largest 
Selection of Halrcare Products at the 
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Update editors say.... 
Let the Experts 
Do the Work At 
SBLCJE RIBBON PHOTO = 
WE ARE 
Bowling Green's Only Full-Line 
PHOTO STORE 
Featuring: 
1 Hour Film Processing • Cameras 
Film • Lenses • Batteries 
15% DISCOUNT ON ALL DARKROOM SUPPLIES 
For Students Currently Enrolled In Photo Class 
FREE ENLARGEMENTS | 
with the purchase of any frame at 
regular price. You buy any size I 
frame at any Blue Ribbon store and | 
we will fill it for you with a Free . 
Enlargement of the same size. I 
(Sizes 3 1/2x5 up to 20x30) I 
Now Available Black and White Rush 
Service (3 Hour Turn Around) 
One Hour Processing 
And So Much More 
We Gladly Accept Checks and 
Credit Cards 
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5 
Your Assurrance of Quality 
SBLGE RIBBON PHOTO = 
157 N. Main St. 353-4244 
(Across from Uptown) 
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IPCO professor Raymond K. Tucker instructs his assertiveness class. 
by Greg Watson 
class patrol 
Most students have had them. The 
big classes. 
The classes which are taught in the 
300 scat lecture halls - and all of the 
seats are filled. The classes where stu- 
dents in the back need binoculars to 
see the chalkboard and the professor 
needs a bullhorn to be heard by all. 
There are two reasons why these 
classes are so crowded - one is be- 
cause most people need the classes. 
Two, the classes are popular. Word 
spreads around campus like wildfire, 
making the "hot" classes become 
even hotter. 
One of the more populated and 
popular classes Is Chemistry 127, 
genera] chemistry. One instructor of 
the course is David Newman. 
While some people may be intimi- 
dated by talking in front of such a large 
group oc people, Newman said he is 
able to do so with ease because he has 
been teaching for 27 years. 
Newman said he Is also able to lec- 
ture effortlessly because "I know what 
I am going to say. More or less, I lec- 
ture off-the-cuff because I don't always 
need notes in front of me." 
During his lectures, Newman will 
perk student interests by showing car- 
toons pertaining to chemistry and tell- 
ing anecdotes about how some scien- 
tists have reached research conclu- 
sions. 
"I'll tell them the 'real' story, things 
which might not be In the textbook," 
Newman said. 
The use of pictures Is also important 
in Sociology 101 (principles of sociol- 
ogy), taught by Bdon Snyder. 
Snyder, whose classes range from 
225 to 230 students, said he is able to 
have students Interact by showing 
magazine and newspaper pictures 
which relate to theories discussed in 
lecture. 
Another way Snyder keeps students 
interested k\ the classes is by dividing 
his students into nine discussion 
groups on Fridays. 
The discussion groups allow stu- 
dents the opportunity to Interact ideas 
and exchange class theory ideas with 
each other, Snyder said. 
As for being in front of a lot of peo- 
ple, Snyder said "It Is not really diffi- 
cult [to teach in front of a lot of stu- 
dents!. I* Isa challenge and I enjoy *." 
Snyder also said despite class size. 
ing performers to perform In front of 
the class. 
Shields said he has no problem be- 
ing In front of the large classes during 
lecture periods because "I am a per- 
forming major." 
History 296 instructor Kenneth Ki- 
ple said he has had no problem lectur- 
ing In front of his Modem American 
History class of 150 students. 
"When I have a room full of stu- 
dents, I work harder," Kiple said. 
Kiple said he tries to make the class 
interesting and present the facts so 
structor Joseph Mancuso said he also 
wants students to be able to relate 
classroom experience with non- 
University related experiences. 
While he Is teaching students about 
the continents, rocks and how the 
land Is affected by things such as rivers 
and glaciers, Mancuso said he also 
wants students to be able to identify 
geological features when they see 
them. 
"I try to help students realize the 
Grand Canyon is not just a hole in the 
ground, but something which took 
The cool crowd classes 
he tries to Interact with students as 
much as possible by moving around 
the room during lectures, greeting 
students before class and making a lot 
of eye-contact. 
While trying to help students get a 
passing grade, Snyder said he is also 
interested In having them enjoy the 
class in addition to teaching them in- 
formation which will benefit them later 
in life. 
Teaching things which will benefit 
students in the future Is also important 
to oral interpretation Instructor Ron 
Shettds. 
Sheilds said the greatest strength of 
his Theater 202 class Is students are 
learning to interact with one another 
and how to manage themselves in 
front of large groups of people. 
The class of 190 Is at times divided 
into groups of 20 students, he added, 
and the students then perform In front 
of their small group to help Improve 
acting skills. 
The students are then critiqued by 
Shields and other students, so "they 
get a lot of feedback," he said. 
According to Shields, he also helps 
students learn performing skills by 
bnnging In other University and visit- 
students can relate to them so "stu- 
dents will leave the class with more 
than a collection of facts". 
"I do not Insist they memorize all 
kinds of facts, but look at trends and 
episodes [and what they) mean to us 
today," Kiple said. 
Kiple also compares historical 
events with preseri-day happenrigs 
so students can relate to the Incidents 
better. 
CXiring a discussion of the Great 
Depression, Kiple said he compared 
what President George Bush has been 
saying about the economy and what 
1929 President Herbert Hoover said 
before the depression. 
Geology 104 (physical geology) in- 
two billion years to create," Mancuso 
said. 
While Mancuso Is comfortable talk- 
ing in front of the 90-student classes 
now, he said he was nervous when he 
first started and did not know what to 
expect. 
Mancuso said he also wants stu- 
dents to realize how much the surface 
of the planet is affected by geological 
features such as plate tectonics, gla- 
ciers and rivers. 
Many of Ohio's features were af- 
fected by glaciers, a point which he 
brings up during classes, Mancuso 
said. 
One of the most talked about and 
respected classes at the University Is 
The BG Ncws/TIm Norman 
IPCO 403, the assertiveness class 
taught by Raymond K. Tucker. 
Tucker said one of the reasons his 
class Is so successful is because he 
teaches students how to "get the most 
out of life: socially, economically, 
romantically - In various areas." 
Tucker said the point he stresses to 
his students is "have a wonderful life." 
One of the ways In which he conveys 
this message is with "I Am Great" 
day, where students tell the class why 
they are great, Tucker added. 
The number of people Bi his classes 
ranges from 240 to 265 people, 
Tucker said, the crowding caused be- 
cause he never turns down a student 
who wants to take the class. 
"If necessary, I would have students 
in the hallways watching the class on 
t.v.," Tucker said. 
Tucker said he Is able to convey his 
messages to students clearly because 
of his positive self image. 
"I believe that I'm a great person 
and tell others they are as great," he 
said. 
One example Tucker gave of his 
ability to make people look at life 
differently Is when a student's mother 
visited a class recently and told Tucker 
afterwords "It took me 30 years to 
learn what I learned here in 75 
minutes." 
Tucker said "that was the greatest 
compliment I ever got." 
SPRING BREAK SPRING BREAK SPRING BREAK SPRING BREAK SPRING BREAK SPRING BREAK SPRING 
off all sweats with 
sewn on letters 
Void after Feb. 14, 1992 
ill £a Main        Phone. 
Bailing6reeft,0h   35H-3098 
\ and 
YOU 
are going to 
Panama City Beach, FL. 
March 20-29 to the Miracle Mile Resort 
BEST location on the beach with discounts 
to clubs, restaurants, and shops! 
$230 
-* round trip transportation and hotel 
$139 
•* hotel only! 
SIGN-UPS in UA0 office, 3rd floor Union 
and in Union Foyer Jan. 27-31 and Feb. 11-13. 
$100 deposit required upon sign up! 
DON'T MISS THIS! Call 372-2343 for more information 
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What's HOT for the Day-o-Lovc 
Editor's note.:We looked high feelings, someone secure enough to what they see as the perfect Valen- 
and low for writers of this column, tell all. We decided on BG News ex- fine's dole and gifts. Warning- con- 
We needed a couple willing to bear    editor   Jill   Novak   and   her   oh-    tent may be unsuitable for those 
their personal Hues,   their deepest    so-suiee! honey, Matt Fry.   This Is    with weak stomachs. 
Buying a gift can be an absolutely maddening task, 
no matter what the occasion. If forced to choose 
the most difficult, however, I would have to say 
Valentine's Day. 
I haven't yet decided what I will give Matt, but 
here are a few of my ideas: 
"A maid, or someone who will clean his apart- 
ment at least once a week. His freezer should be 
top priority on the cleaning list, since there Is a 
protruding chunk of food and ice that keeps the 
door from closing. I have trouble cleaning up after 
myself, let alone my mate. Finding someone to 
clean up his apartment after us both would make 
for a much more romantic setting. 
•"A huge bouquet of exotic flowers. Many peo- 
ple believe the idea of sending flowers to guys is 
"queer" or "sissy." I think it is absolutely roman- 
tic, although for some reason I haven't done it for 
Matt yet. 
Matt gives me flowers on an average of once a 
week. He sees the beauty of flowers, and takes 
great care in selecting them for me. I would love to 
surprise him with a bouquet of flowers he has 
never seen before, picked especially for him. 
"• A lifetime supply of ice cream. Matt is the 
biggest ice cream freak 1 have ever met. However, 
this gift could be very expensive, because he will 
pretty much only eat "top brand" ice cream. Wait, 
I guess this gift really isn't feasible. I just re- 
membered his freezer is unusable. 
" A poem. A beautiful, romantic love poem. 
Written by myself. I've never done it, and don't 
know if I've got it in me, but I'd love to be able to 
write something special - just for him - that would 
adequately display my feelings for him. 
I know it would be special to him, and I'm sure he 
would appreciate it more than anything else I 
could give him. 
"• A candy-apple red scooter. It's definitely not 
on the money-saver list, but it's something he 
wants, as he says, "more than anything." (Come to 
think of it, maybe he would enjoy a scooter more 
than a love poem.) 
A private moment made public. 
The BG Newt/TIni Norman 
It's coming ... The day of romance, 
love, levemaking, (lowers, candy, 
hearts, and cupids: Valentine's Day. In 
a way, the day is a paradox, as it can 
cause depression, disgust, and despair 
for anyone who doesn't have a ' 'signi- 
ficant other." However, we want to 
share with you what our idea of a per- 
fect Valentine's day date would in- 
clude. (Beware, this could get sicken- 
ing, but for anyone who's curious, 
read on...) 
Ha Say, Pampering. I would put 
you In some high quality diapers. No, 
just kidding. I would put flowers on 
your pillow, balloons on your ceiling, 
and a smile on your face. 
Sh« Says: I would shower you in 
Kisses, from the moment we woke up 
until the minute we closed our eyes. 1 
wont to do something really exciting, 
really romantic, really different. Do 
you have any suggestions, being the 
innovative guy you are? 
He Says: I haue a pair of gravity 
boots in my closet. 
She Say*: Why are you always 
thinking about sex?? Let's go on a hot- 
air balloon ride, or rent a limousine, or 
go have a nice dinner somewhere... 
He Say.; OK, you win. Breakfast 
in bed to start the day. Then, It's time 
to shower you in gifts. But, don't ex- 
pect much, because Christmas realty 
He Says, She Says 
did dean me out. 
She Says: Of course I don't expect 
too much. You treat me like a queen 
every day already. There's never a dull 
moment. 1 realty don't want this to be 
an expensive day. I just want to do 
something that we'll both remember. 
He Says: Don't worry. I have a 
feeling you'll remember it. We'll do it 
up. After our breakfast and gift 
exchange, we'll lay in bed and cuddle 
for a couple hours, then it's off to the 
Toledo Art Museum to spend some 
time looking at a beautiful work of art 
(you), and maybe well see some nice 
paintings, too. 
She Says: Sounds perfect. In addi 
Valentine's Day is special to me for one reason - her 
name is Jill Novak. 
I want to buy her every gift under the sun, but having 
been cleaned out of cash by a Christmas spending frenzy, I 
am forced to shop somewhat efficiently. 
You may have caught a glimpse of Jill walking across 
campus one day, but only a glimpse. She's very fast paced 
-1 mean that literally. 
Jill's walk can be compared to an overly wound toy sol- 
dier; chin up, eyes toward, knees and elbows locked - in 
perfect sync she attacks the pavement. Often when walk- 
ing on campus 1 spot her zipping about and attempt to flag 
or sometimes rope her down. 
With Jill's adorable strut in mind, my first Valentine's 
Day present to her will be a tryout with the 1992 U.S. 
Olympic Spcedwalking Team. 
Valentine's Day is a time for eating sweets and luckily 
enough Jill has a sweet tooth. Keeping local candy stores 
in business, Jill gets well over the Recommended Daily Al- 
lowance (RDA) of sugar. 
Although I've never thought of it until now. her sub- 
sistence on sugar coupled with her hasty gallup might just 
lead to her breaking the land speed record. 
With Jill's sweet tooth in mind, my second gift to her will 
be a bag filled with various candies. 
They say flowers are the best gift for a beautiful woman 
and I agree. 
I've viewed many beautiful sights but none as absolutely 
breathtaking as Jill. She has entrancing blue/green eyes, 
cheeks as soft as down pillows, hair as golden as the sun 
and a body sculpted by the Gods themselves. 
1 usually buy her roses but for this, the third gift, I'm go- 
ing to place two Caldleya Orchids on her pillow before 
she wakes. 
My fourth gift I've thought about a lot. It's a most pre- 
cious gift. It says thank you for putting up with me; my 
sloppincss, my forgetful nature, my quick temper and my 
craziness. 
Most importantly it says. "Jill, 1 love you more than 
life." 
For my fourth Valentines day gift I'm going to give Jill a 
diamond ring and say,.."JILL NOVAK, WILL YOU 
MARRY ME???" 
Don, I'D get to have you all to myself, 
which is how I really want to spend the 
day. Then I have a special surprise in 
store for you. I have reservations for a 
certain restaurant in Toledo, which I 
will reveal to you at a later time. We 
can have a couple of drinks before 
dinner, then have a nice long  
dinner. We'll spend hours talking and 
eating. My two favorite things to do. 
(well, maybe my second and third 
favorites ... we'll get to my other 
favorite later). 
He Says: Do we have to wall until 
after dinner for your favorite? 
She Says: Of course not. We'll go 
shopping right before dinner. 
He Says: Shopping? 
She Says: OK, you take it from 
here. What do you want to do after 
dinner? 
He Says: Now it's time for a bubble 
bath, a single candle placed in the 
middle of the floor, and a big bottle of 
Lambrusco. Well wind down after our 
nice day together, and relax. 
She Says: I love you. It sounds 
wonderful and I can't wait. I know 
we're just writing this on paper, but 1 
really hope it all works out. You mean 
the world to me, Sweetie. 
He Says: I love you, too. 
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Week night bar scene: 
a theme for everyone 
by Marcl Stork 
groovy editor chick 
It's Wednesday. You've made it 
past the weekend hangover and you'- 
re ready to venture Into the world 
again. Djring the week you need extra 
incentive to blow off studying than you 
needed on Saturday, though. 
You're in luck! Many BG bars fea- 
ture themes on weeknights - an added 
bonus to going out for a beer. 
""*" Monday - It's the Ten Years 
After party at Uptown. 162 N. Main, 
where you can hear the music of the 
late 70s and early '80s. Dance to the 
tunes you heard at your first seventh 
grade dance. They don't make musk: 
like this anymore. 
Uptown/Downtown owner Jeff 
Hobbie said this night has gotten great 
response in the last few months. 
"It really picked up our Monday 
nights." he said. 
Easystreet Cafe, 104 S. Main, fea- 
tures a brand spanking new Jazz night 
from 9 to midnight on Mondays. It will 
rum the spotlight on University and 
area jazz bands. This one wins the 
prize for newest theme night in town. 
And if you're in the mood for mun- 
chies. Some Other Race. 176 E. 
Wooster St.. offers free pizza on 
Monday night accompanied by a juke- 
box CD player with a wide selection of 
music to choose from. 
Tuesday - Uptown/Downtown fea- 
tures degressive night with alterna- 
tive music upstairs while hermit crabs 
run for their lives downstairs. 
In the Hermit Crab Races, partici- 
pants sponsor hermit crabs that when 
let loose must cross out of the confines 
of a miniature train track with train 
cars railing for them in order to win. 
The sponsor of the winning crab 
gets a pretty neat prize - like a candy 
bar or a gift certificate for popcorn - 
p and the races go on through a round 
robin of the most enduring crabs. 
Display your talent at Easystreet on 
Tuesday at Open Mic Night from 10 
p.m. to 2 a.m. The mic is open for 
anyone who would like to take a crack 
at live performing. 
Bar manager Matt Wheeler said the 
event has gotten bigger since Christ- 
mas, Looks like this Is where the fu- 
ture performers of America are. 
Some Other Race also sports a 
theme on Tuesday - with free pool 
and games and $.75 beers. Manager 
Ray Newbold said the free games have 
helped Tuesday night business. 
MM 
Wednesday - This is a big night in 
Bowling Green. Drinkers can start off 
with happy hours featuring cheap 
drinks and low-priced food at ^ist 
about any bar. 
Next up, it's Karaoke night at 
Mark's Pizza Pub, 532 E. Wooster. 
where you can be the star you always 
knew you should be. Impress your 
scope as you wail the tunes Milli Vani 
Hi couldn't even sing themselves. 
Easystreet features a different band 
each week on Wednesdays. Bar man- 
ager Matt Wheeler said "it's a lot of 
fun because it's a place you can come 
dance to great live music." Also on 
Wednesday Is the weekly appearance 
of Kenny Reeves. Kenny entertains 
the 21 and over crowd with ail the 
best sing-a-long songs. 
Paying tribute to Jimmy Buffett. 
Steve Miller and an array of party 
standbys, Kenny keeps his crowd 
screaming for more. 
Another WeoYtesday alternative is 
Grad Night at Uptown - free pizza 
while it lasts and beer for a buck. This 
is a good place to go to schmooze 
your Philosophy TA for a passing 
grade. 
Thursday - This night is a puzzle. It 
can't really be called a week night be- 
cause it is. for most, the beginning of 
the weekend. 
There is Top 40 music at Uptown if 
you're still in the 'theme night' mode 
and can't stop. Otherwise, go any- 
where - everyplace is game on Thurs- 
day. 
That's all, folks. Now there's proof 
positive that you can go out and do 
something different every night of the 
week in Bowling Green. And that's 
not even including the weekend 
scene, where you can... 
Happy bar-hopping! 
The BG NtwiUay Murd«ck 
WastliT Away ID Bowling Green again. Singer Kenny Reeves sings 




by Mary Gil more and Christina Wise 
fun seekers 
Preparing coffee for a customer 
maker Thursday morning. 
If you're running out of ways to fill 
the weekends faster than the keg at 
your last party went dry, look no fur- 
ther than the following for a refreshing 
refill. 
When you're in the mood for a mov- 
ie but lack the cash flow or transporta- 
tion to hit the big screen scene in 
Toledo, stay in BG. The Clazel. 135 
N. Main, offers a variety of films for 
one lew price. 
Manager Kevin Hardy said the only 
exception to the $2 flick fee is/fodcy 
Horror F\cture Show because "we 
have to clean up your mess. 
The Clazel sponsors special fi- 
Imfests once a year. Last year Fricby 
the 23th films filled the screen for 12 
straight hours. This year it will feature 
flicks with a rock-n roll theme, such as 
The Wall. 
Another fun alternative can be 
T>€ BG Ncw/i in<u Lcc     (ound ^ ^ University's Anderson Ice 
Ground, for Thought co-owner Sandy Wicks (center) operates the coffee Arena - ice storing! With $2 and a 
student   I.D.,   you   can   speed   (or 
wobble) around the rink for 2 or 3 
hours. 
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday 
from 8 to 10 p.m. or Sunday from 
3:30 to 5:30 and 7 to 9 p.m.. open 
skating is in session for all. 
Pizza-eating is always a popular 
pastime for University students. An 
alternative to the saucy dish can be 
found at Davids Deli. 109 N. Main St. 
Offering an array of deli items and 
homemade soups and desserts, the 
food provides the entertainment. 
"Posters decorate the estab- 
lishment.' Mary Lee Gladieux. 
owner/manager, said. "But our only 
entertainment is a crackly old radio. 
Middle Eastern dishes, Hummus 
and Tabbouli, are featured on Tues- 
days and are a definite alternative to 
fast food. 
"CKir largest group of customers is 
businessmen," Gladieux said. "But we 
deliver both on and off campus.'' 
And here's something to think 
about: Grounds for Thought, 174 S. 
Main, b open 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. daily. 
Se* Wacky, page 8. 
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TRY   NEW 
OPII[OIOH 
WAVE 
THE WORLDS SAFEST 
PERM FOR 
COLOR-TREATED HAIR! 
Has your color-treated hair 
stopped you from getting 
a perm? Then try Matrix 
Essentials Opticolbr. the 
wave designed exclusively 
for hair that's been colored. 
Opticolor's built-in protectors and conditioners provide 
moisture-nch curls full of gentle bounce and shine Natural 
plant extracts soothe the hair and scalp. 
Visit the salon today and get that soft, natural-looking 
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Saving cool cash now: 
BG bargain shopping 
by Sherry Turco 
bargain shopper 
Remember those golden days of yesteryear when mom 
dragged you from K Mart to Hills in search of the perfect 
school clothes? 
Sometime between second and third grade you dis- 
covered these stores were just not the hip place to shop for 
clothes. So you haven't been there in years that is until 
you came to college. 
Everything possibly needed by the average university 
student can be found in discount stores. From detergent to 
crates, from paper towels to storage boxes, college 
necessities can be found cheaper at local stores such as 
Hills, Kmart, and Big/Lots. 
"Being located in a college town definitely helps busi- 
ness," Hills manager Bob Witherell said. "We don't sell 
that many clothes, although we do cany a full line of them. 
Items like garbage cans, crates, and cleaning supplies are 
popular sellers." 
Discount stores also carry an array of food items. 
"Big-Lots sells quite a bit of food, as well as other items 
such as detergents, storage containers, and school sup- 
plies," Pam LePine, MSI specialist for Big Lots, said. "We 
undercut many of the other store prices around town. For 
example, our notebook paper is 49 cents cheaper than 
[another discount store's!." 
College expenses alone put many people on fixed bud- 
gets, but with the declining economy, shopping at discount 
stores may lessen a financial burden for many people. 
"CXir sales have sky-rocketed in the past year," LePine 
said "Basically our consumers are college students and 
senior citizens, both of whom are on fixed incomes. Big- 
Lots provides what they need" 
Hills department store was also helped by 1991'sreces- 
skxi 
"The economy has helped our store," Witherell said, "it 
was a good year last year, and this year started out Just as 
good." 
People are in search of everyday items when pursuing 
the discount store aisles. 
"I shop for necessities," University student Robin John- 
son said. "It's cheaper there, and the stores that are in 
walking distance are often expensive." Cynthia Hewitt, a 
freshman human research management major, pointed 
cut the one possible drawback to discount store shopping 
they may be too far away for students without transporta- 
tion to go to. 
"Not having a car hinders my shopping at the disccuit 
stores around town where prices are cheaper," Hewitt 
said "1 end up having to shop when 1 go home for the 
weekend." 
A bittersweet Valentine 
by Jacqueline Porter 
eternal pessimist 
Ah, Valentine's Day! The day for 
lovers everywhere to publicly humi- 
liate themselves. The day where eter- 
nally single people get manic- 
depressive, pre-sulcldal and tie up 
Link hotlines. 
How romantic. 
You could say I'm a little cynical 
about this holiday. Actually, I'm not 
that bad. I mean, what girl wouldn't 
want a dozen roses destined to rot or a 
box of fattening, blemish-inducing 
chocolates from their momentary 
crush? 
Maybe it's because it's doubtful that 
I'll have a valentine of my own (again) 
this year. Maybe It's because my only 
prospect for a sappy, sickening sweet 
messenger (although he hasn't called 
in two weeks) will be In New York for 
the weekend. 
So much for a joyous romantic holi- 
day. 
But, I've reached a point in my life 
where even twelve multi-colored roses 
or thousands of assorted candies could 
not raise my spirits. Maybe it's due to 
See Bitter, page 8. 
141 W. Wooster 354-8533 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS 
over 500 units with SUPER locations 
9 and 12 Month Leases Available 
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE 
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER 
354-2260 
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Women's b-ball 
sets court on fire 
by Matt Schroder 
8G sports guru 
The local sports scene was in 
flames last semester during the 11-1 
football season, and conference 
championships in soccer and volley- 
ball. 
However, winter has brought with it 
some Ice cold performances from the 
hockey team and men's basketball. 
Fortunately for Falcon fans, there's 
still good news. 
Hoops season has just begun, and 
coach Jim Larranaga has time to 
climb to the top of the standings. And 
the icers are still in the running for a 
CCHA playoff berth. 
The best news of all Is from the 
women's basketball camp. 
To say the popularity of women's 
basketball has come a long way in 10 
years would hardly be doing it justice - 
coach Jacl Clark's squad is now the 
hottest sports item In Bowling Green. 
Since 1987, it's no longer specific 
enough to ask someone on campus 
who won the Falcon basketball game. 
The answer will probably be, 'which 
one?' 
With consistent success and im- 
proved quality of the players, wom- 
en's basketball at Bowling Green 
reached its peak in 1987 and has 
been riding high ever since. 
The evidence is in the stands - loud 
and clear. 
Two weeks ago in Toledo, officials 
estimated a crowd ol 3,500 at half- 
time of the BG-UT women's game. 
The closer the score became, the 
louder the people shouted. 
Between the roar of the fans and 
the action on the court, getting caugh' 
up in the emotion was unavoidable. 
It was no longer a momen's basket- 
ball game. It was a great basketball 
game - period. 
Former Falcon coach Fran Voll is 
one who may appreciate the electric 
atmosphere at women's hoops games 
more than anyone. 
"The first game I coached here was 
in 1984, and we may have had 300 
people in the croud, if that," said 
Voll, whose teams made four appear- 
ances in the NCAA Tournament be- 
fore he stepped down at the outset of 
this season. 
Sports writer Damon Beck of The 
Sentinel-Tribune has covered the 
Falcon women since their sport was 
recognized by the NCAA 10 years 
ago. He said the changes he's wit- 
nessed have been nothing short of 
drastic. 
"At first the schools didn't even 
count the crowds. No attendance fig- 
ure was ever announced," Beck said. 
"I would take my son to the games, 
and he would sit in the back and count 
the people himself. And that's the 
number I put in the paper. There were 
never more than 500 at the games." 
In the early 80s, the women's bas- 
ketball  team was not afforded the 
same perks as the men's varsity 
sports. 
They were given only one pair of 
shoes for the entire season - practice 
and games. That would be unheard of 
by today's standards. The team did 
not eat a pregame meal together, an 
activity which has been commonplace 
in men's sports for a long time. 
"The women players today don't 
know what It was like back then, and 
they don't have to," Voll said. "Today 
people know the women's basketball 
players on campus by sight. Now 
people in BG identify well to their 
local teams, including women's bas- 
ketball." 
There are many followers of the 
Mid-American Conference that be- 
lieve women's basketball is the MAC's 
only ticket to national recognition. 
Whether or not that's the case, 
Bowling Green, Toledo and several 
other MAC schools are starting to 
make believers out of the NCAA. The 
MAC is adding larger schools to its 
non-conference schedules, and the re- 
sults have been encouraging. 
This season, the Falcons knocked 
off Purdue, ranked fourth in the coun- 
try at the time. A few years ago BG 
defeated Cincinnati at home in the 
first round of the NCAA Tournament. 
And Toledo's huge win over Rutgers 
last season was a leap in the right 
direction. 
"Women's basketball will have to 
go through the same process as other 
women's sports like golf, tennis, and 
others," MAC Commissioner Karl 
Benson said. "The sport in our con- 
ference has found its own niche of 
fans and wiH continue If the product 
stays at the high level it is." 
Senior guard Cathy Koch in January's Kent State game. 
TU BC N«w*U.jr Murdack 
Who's watching what 
Waiting in wonder for winter Olympic games 
by Christina Wise 
Olympic poll-taker 
This month may find many Univer- 
sity students staring avidly at their tel- 
evision screens. 
While February is traditionally the 
month for love, this year It will also be 
the month for spills, thrills, and chills 
as the winter Olympics begin In Al- 
bertville, France. 
February 8-23 will bring an array of 
Olympic events - bobsleddlng, 
hockey, figure and speed skating, ski- 
ing and curling. 
In an effort to discover what the col- 
lege population will be watching, we 
asked them - a hundred or so, that is. 
Downhill skikxj, figure skating, and 
hockey topped the list. 
Junior general business major Vikki 
Cemy said downhill skiing is definitely 
her favorite winter Olympic sport. 
'I ski rnysdf and find it very exciting 
to watch," she said. 
"It's got to be hockey," Tony Engle. 
sophomore accounting major said. 
"It's fast-paced and the Olympics brtig 
out the best in the players on the ice." 
See Olympic*, p.8 
BUY A REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB, 
GET A SIX INCH SUB FOR 79 < 
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE! 
353-0204 
Delivery Hours: Fri and Sat. 5-12p.m. Sunday 12-5p.m. 
minimum delivery S3.50 
WOODLAND MALL SUBWAY ONLY! 
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From Bitter, page 6- 
past experiences which have caused 
me to be a 'fttfepessimisUc. 
I truly believe these incidents would 
drive anyone to wear black on Valen- 
tine's Day. 
The first negative incident occurred 
when I was 17.1 was young, idealistic 
and in complete lust with Mr. Right 
NOT. And he was the same with me, I 
like to think. His only shortcoming 
was that he was a wee bit unsentimen- 
tal. 
Valentine's Day was fast approach- 
ing, and I wanted to win the heart of 
my heartthrob. I also wanted a date to 
the prom. 
I decided to do something extra- 
wonderful for him, so I stayed home 
Feb. 13, slaving over a hot oven, and 
baked enough confectionary wonders 
to make Betty Crocker cringe with 
jealousy. 
I went to bed that night wth excited 
anticipation of the next night, dream- 
ing of how estatic my intended would 
be. After all, they say the way to a 
man's heart is through his stomach, 
even in the 90s 
Well, Valentine's Day arrived, and 
my sweetie called me. We talked for 
about an hour about all sorts of things, 
including our plans for the evening. 
He proceeded to inform me he was 
going to go out with his friends and 
play laser tag (remember THAT?) 
and I proceeded to eat all the confec- 
tionary wonders with my friends, gain- 
ing five pounds In the process. 
So 1 guess you could say I got some- 
thing for the holiday. 
But, even when it's supposed to go 
right, it goes wrong. 
On Sweetest Day, (yea, I know It's 
the wrong holiday - but It's the same 
general idea isn't it?) my sophomore 
year I was sorta kinda not really going 
out with this guy. 
Things were cool, and after a close 
intimate discussion with the girls on 
my floor, I decided to send him a rose 
for the upcoming holiday. 
Deciding to do it was the easy part, 
actually going through with it was a 
different story. 
It took me three days to work up the 
courage to approach the little table in 
the Union, and another four hours to 
think of the perfect little note to write 
on the one by three inch card. 
Sweetest Day came and 1 waited 
expectantly for a response. 
And I waited and waited and waited. 
I saw him in the library three days 
later, and he ran - no, sprinted - tn 
the direction of the computer lab. I'm 
positive he didn't even know how to 
turn on, let alone use, a computer. 
I found out from a mutual friend he 
had started dating someone else two 
days  before  Sweetest  Day.  Had  I 
known this I would have saved time, 
4 .      money, and my stomach lining. 
So, what is my solution to the ques- 
tion single people everywhere ask? 
Why me? Why them' 
Why bother? The whole Valentne's 
Day thing is overrated anyways. 
From Olympics, page 7  
While most people know what to 
watch, there may be confusion about 
when to watch. Here's a rundown of 
what sports will air when: 
"Bobsled -Feb. 15,16.21,22. 
-Luge-Feb. 9-12,14. 
"Hockey-Feb. 8-23. 
" Figure Skating - Feb. 9 11,13 - 
17,19,21,22. 
" Speed Skating - Feb. 9, 10,12 - 
20,22. 
"Skiing-Feb. 9-22. 
" Exhibition Curling - Feb. 9, 10, 
15-22. 
The games begin on Feb. 8 with the 
traditional procession of athletes and 
the bearing of the torch. The first hill 
day of everts will be Feb. 9, beginning 
with downhill skiing. 
From Wacky, page 5  
The coffee house/bookstore serves 
up more than caffeine. 
Grounds boasts "the best cup of joe 
in town" and you can get it in Just 
about any flavor depending on when 
you go. 
According to Kelly Bumey, cashier, 
Mocha Delight is the fave of the (laves. 
"It's like cinnamon nutmeg with 
coffee and whipped cream," she said. 
Friday nights cool Jazz accompanies 
the hot coffee and every month a local 
artist features their fine art. 
Cashier James Viles pointed out the 
difference between Grounds and the 
bar scene. 
"Everyone is very social (here)," he 
said. "It's not like the bars where 
everyone's scopir.g. It's not a meat 
market." 
Or cue Into this alternative... Rail 
Billiards, 145 N. Main St., open 7 
days a week and until 3 a.m. on week- 
ends. 
With 12 pool tables and a variety of 
snacks popular at any stadium, owner 
David Hughes claims it's a nice 
"break" from the bars. 
"It's a very clean place and a nice 
atmosphere," he said. "We don't 
have alcohol, though." 
Rail Billiards packs quite a crowd on 
Friday and Saturday nights with 100 
to 150 people waiting to play pool, 
Hughes added. 
For people wishrxi for a bar alter- 
native, there is a wealth of things to do 
in BG. With a little Investigating, there 
are sure to be even more places wait- 
ing to be discovered. 
Who says there's nothing fun and 
unique to do in Bowling Green? 
Cool trends'92 
Deliver Me! 
Remember the snow day? Fun.eh?! Well that day 
proved the popularity of a delivery original. Late Nite 
Video, 140 E. Wooster, which to the sole provider of de- 
livered videotapes and VCRs, was cleaned out of video- 
tape players by 3 p.m. What a coup! Anyone interested in 
going into business with us? 
Causes 
Earth Day used to be the one and only day of the year 
that the inhabitants of the Earth gave a thought to where 
exactly it was they were living. Nowadays, being a Green 
thinking individual is the way to be. Recycling has come to 
the forefront In thinking about trash-which more people 
do now, and saving the Earth is as much a part of life as 
grocery shoppng-well for some people. 
Radio 
Believe it or not, the new trend In radio formats is the 
good old oldies. There may be dispute over how good 
those good old oldies are, but nonetheless, they are taking 
over the airwaves aO over the country. The prime example 
is WRQN In Toledo- the station that went from calling it- 
self 93Q to FM93 after playing Louie Louie for two days 
straight. This may not be a favorable trend In the minds of 
younger listeners, but it Is making good sense to the eco- 
nomic minds in radioland. 
Entertainment 
Ever try to play a game of Cyclone at M.T. Muggs? 
Lately it's a long wait for a game. Pinbail as a bar pastime 
has become increasingly popular especially when you 
can buy a beer and have a quarter left over just enough for 
pinbail. 
Fashion 
The days of Jeans and rugbys seem to be ending in Bowl- 
ing Green. Of course they will always be the familiar stan- 
dby, but the women of BG are adding a bit more flash to 
their fashion. A colored blazer preferably from J Crew or 
The Limited seems to be the perfect accessory to any 
outfit. 
Winter fashion 
We've seen a lot of rubbers on campus lately. No, not 
the ones in the vending machines. 1 mean on people's 
feet. Rubber 'duck shoes' are the most comfy and practical 
winter fashion fads along with long underwear (Land's End 
silk Is the coolest In warm wear), sweatshirts, wool 
sweaters and ear muffs. If Brandon and Brenda went to 
BG, I bet they'd wear groovy ear muffs with wool mittens 
to match. (Excuse me while I puke.) 
Tunes 
There's an odor of success surrounding Nirvana's 
"Smells Like Teen Spirit" and their latest release Never- 
mind. The only thing cooler than the tune is the cover, 
which pictures a nude baby submerged in H2o. 
Prince's Purple Reign has thus far turned out a few 
gems. "Get Off" with Diamonds and Pearls. 
Michael Jackson's Dangerous Is bad . We know he can 
sing. The only question now is does he think he's "Black 
or White?" 
U2 is moving in "Mysterious Ways" with their new 
release Achtung Baby. It's better to be with than without it! 
And the beat goes on.... 
Safe Sex 
Let's get something out of the vending machine. Look, 
mommy! They have Ho Has and Twinkles and barbeque 
chips and what's that Hole flat round wrapper? Oh my 
Cod, cover your eyes Junior  It'sa condom! 
Safe sex Is cool. Abstinence is, of course, preferable, but 
if you feel the needtoinciilge. cover your bulge. Otherwise 
there's no telling what nasty bug (or bugs) you may ac- 
quire. Taking the time to be responsible and safe Is defi- 
nitely In style. 
Portable CDs 
The days of the walkman are passing us by. The newest 
in "turn yourself deaf" equipment is the portable CD 
player. It may cost a lot more but, hey, it sounds better! 
And who wonts anything that's obselete like a cassette 
tape. Compact discs are topo-the line. And they should 
stay at the top for at least, what, 10 years? After that you 
can akvays store them with your LPs. 
Smoking does quitsies 
Stop polluting those lungs! As society becomes ever 
more health conscious, smoking becomes ever more un- 
popular. WiQ power has never been the way to go in 
America, though. Now Joining the ranks of motivational 
tapes, nicotine gum and fake cigarettes designed to wean 
the smoker away from real ones. Is the nicotine patch. 
Prescribed by a physician and applied directly to the skin, 
it's the new best way to end a bad habit. 
Hair 
Have you seen a lot of guys lately with little rectangles of 
stubble framing their earlobes? The haircut trend of side- 
bums (on males) has come about since the success of Bev- 
erly Hills 90210. When the guys see how crazed and 
swoony girls get over Dylan and Brandon (said in a sing- 
songy tone), they Just have to get some of that attention. 
Hence, a lot of guys are intensely determined to grow the 
perfect sideburns. 
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